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Celebration offers a variety of
events beginning today.

PAGE 8A

Proposal calls
for increased
standards by '98
By COLLEEN SARNA
Staff writer

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
Celebration '96, which starts today and runs through Sunday, focuses on culturally diverse food and
entertainment. These booths, located between Blair Hall and the Physical Plant, will hold the food
vendors for festival goers.

Different location, same fun
Celebration planners expect 15,000-20,000 people to tum
out to enjoy variety of food, bands and talent recitals
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
Despite the major change in location for this
year's "Celebration: A Festival of the Arts," the
event will continue to feature a variety of
activities honoring the fine arts including music,
drama, food and crafts.
"We look forward to a crowd of about 15,000
to 20,000 people," said Jeff Boshart, site
coordinator for Celebration.
He said the planners would like to see many
people attend the event, whether they stop for
lunch or stay to watch bands and check out the
vendors.
"This year has been more involved (in terms of
planning)," Boshart said. "Because of the
Buzzard renovation, there have been a lot of
unknowns with health codes and vendor access."
Highlights of this weekend include:
• Food booths opening at 11 a.m. today and
Saturday and at 11:30 a.m. Sunday at the North
Quad near Blair Hall.
• Concerts at the Outdoor Stage, located south
of Blair Hall, featuring Rev. Robert and the

Ragin' Caucasians and Shedmellow on Friday,
Chris Valillo, Jason Eklund, Umbral, Push Down
& Tum and The Drovers on Saturday and Yabba
Griffith & Traxx, Ice Cream Vendors and Mighty
Blue Kings on Sunday.
• The Bizarre Bazaar, which is an area of
student run booths featuring crafts and other
items, taking place today only near the Outdoor
Stage.
• Various recitals by Eastern faculty and
groups taking place all weekend at Dvorak
Concert Hall.
• "Puttin' on the Ritz '96," which is a faculty
and staff variety show, will take place at 6 p.m.
tonight in Dvorak Concert Hall.
• "Long Time Since Yesterday," taking place at
8 p.m. today and Saturday on the Mainstage in the
Doudna Fine Arts Building.
• Comedian Jeff Marder performing at 10 p.m.
tonight at the Rathskeller, located in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
• The Second Annual Bicycle Ride for Charity
beginning at 8 a.m. at the Tarble Arts Center and
See CELEBRATION page 2A

Parking altered to accommodate event
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
Several alterations in available
student and staff parking are
being made by Campus Police in
conjunction with the weekend
Celebration crowd.
The University Police Department parking services division will refrain from ticketing
vehicles today in all student and
staff parking lots.
The department will also not

ticket cars at parking meters
around the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
However, any vehicles in
handicapped spots, fire lanes, 15minute, no parking or other
restricted zones are still subject to
ticketing.
Because Eastern is hosting the
Area Nine Special Olympics,
O'Brien Stadium parking lot will
be closed. The Blair Hall east lot
and the Student Services lot will
also be closed for vendor parking.

Celebration sites will not block
any traffic or barricade any streets
this year. A majority of the
festival will take place on the
north side of campus and in the
Library Quad.
"We're trying to make it (as
much of an) accessible campus as
possible," said Jeff Boshart, site
coordinator for Celebration. "(We
want people to) enjoy the festival
without worrying about parking
tickets."
See PARKING page 2A

The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday approved a proposal to
raise Eastern's admission standards beginning in the fall of 1998.
The proposal, which was drafted by the Enrollment Management
Advisory Committee, would require incoming freshman to have a
minimum ACT score of 18 and be ranked in the top quarter of their
high school graduating class or have an ACT score of 19 and be ranked
in the top half of their high school graduating class.
Incoming students with an ACT score of 22 and ranked in top three
fourths of their class would not be affected by the change in admissions
standards.
"I think it is a positive move," Douglas Bock, vice chairman of the
council, said.
Current admission policy dictates a minimum ACT score of 18 and
rank in the top half of the high school graduating class.
In early April, the council decided that additional criteria were
needed in EMAC's proposal for special-case admissions. Special-case
admissions would be used when students with an ACT score of less
than 18 applied to the university.
Tim Shonk, chairman of the advisory committee, returned with a
revised plan for the special-case admissions at the Thursday meeting.
The council approved the special-case proposal.
Special-case admissions would be limited to one percent of the
number of freshman accepted the previous year.
Students with less than an 18 ACT score could be admitted at the
president's discretion. Any student not meeting the class rank
requirement, but having an ACT score of 19, 20 or 21 could apply to an
admissions review committee.
Also, students with an ACT score below 18 or a low class rank could
apply to the admissions review committee. This policy would allow
exceptional students to be admitted to the university, Shonk said.
The admissions review committee would review each student on a
case-by-case basis and examine the individual's high school, academic
and extracurricular achievements, attendance, recommendations from

See STANDARDS page 2A

O'Brien Stadium hosts
17th Special Olympics
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
More than 500 Special Olympians will be on Eastern's campus
today to participate in Eastern's
17th annual Special Olympics at
O'Brien Stadium.
More than 600 students will
volunteer to help the participants,
whose ages will range from 8 to
89, said Midge McDowell, area
director for the Special Olympics.
The day will begin with the
parade of athletes at 9:30 a.m.
Next will be opening ceremonies,
which will include a welcome
from Eastern President David
Joms, the singing of the national
anthem by Special Olympian
Harold Domincick and the
lighting of the torch.
Coaches, families and friends
of the athletes will be their to

support their children, said
Kathlene Shank, professor of
special education.
Most athletes have been training for eight weeks and have
become "pretty good athletes,"
McDowell said.
Games will be from 10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., and awards will be
given throughout the day. Lunch
will begin at 11:30 a.m., with
sack lunches donated by Max
Market for the athletes.
"It takes a city or dam near it
to run the Special Olympics,"
said Kathlene Shank, professor of
special education. "It's quite an
undertaking."
Volunteers will help prepare for
the parade, control the traffic,
keep the grounds clean, unload
buses and prepare and serve
lunches, Shank said.
See OLYMPICS page 2A
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STANDARDS
teachers and results of personal
interviews.
The admissions review committee would be made up of the
director of admissions and one
faculty member from each college.
Although some students would
not meet the new admission standards, Mary Anne Hanner, chairwoman of the council, said the
proposal will eventually be beneficial to Eastern's reputation. An
academic challenge would attract
intelligent students, Hanner said.
"I don't think enrollment will
be affected negatively," Hanner
said.

from page one - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
In other business at the meet- tary science students to continue
in the program after they have
ing:
• The council approved a met all requirements for graduachange in the foreign language tion in that department. Students
integrated core. Students taking would complete in-depth research
1101 and 1102 classes for all for- projects to receive up to three
eign languages would earn four hours credit.
credit hours instead of three cred"It may generate more interest
it hours for the fall semester.
in this type of study," said David
"The key to foreign language Sims, military science professor.
learning is exposure," Heribert
A military science course in
Briedenbach, foreign language rappeling, MSC 1005, was not
chairman, said.
approved by the council. Some
• The council approved the council members expressed a
addition of an independent study concern about course duplication.
military science course, MSC The leisure studies department
4400, for next fall.
offers a similar course, LST 1320,
The course would allow mili- which also teaches rappeling.

345-7849

345-7849
RESTAURANT &.
BANQUET FACILITY

16 oz. LG. DRAffS ~ 1.50 &.MkL

CELEBRATION
beginning at 8 a.m. at the Tarble
Arts Center and the Hike for
Health: Skin Cancer Awareness
beginning at 9 a.m. at the Campus
Pond Pavilion Saturday.
• A variety of children's activities taking place including button
making and Indian headband and
necklace crafting from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday in the Union
McDonald's.
"The Adventures of Sammy the
Skunk" will also be performed at
11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 4 :3 0 p.m.
Saturday and at 1 p.m. Sunday in
the Studio of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center.
Storybook reading will also take
place for children at 1 p.m. Sunday
in Pemberton Hall.
• Native American exhibits and
activities, including " Native
American Lifeways," a presentation by Lyn Young Buck from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the North Quad
and a pow-wow from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. Saturday in the Library Quad.
• The International Fair taking

DAIQUIRI'S $2.25
BAR MIXERS $2.25

LUNCH SPECIALS I I AM-4 PM
Turkey Sandwich
Tuna Salad

$3.95
$3.50

DINNER

5 oz. Pork Chop-Reg. $6.25

Pubhouse Cod $4.95

GET YOUR HANDS ON THE

[}{] @IJIJ~ ~IY
THING IN TOWN!

1415 Fourth St.
348-0911
Open 11 am till
after the Bars Close!

BURRITOS AS BIG AS
YOUR HEAD!

ENTERT.AZNJV.[ENT

BAR

PARKING
from page one - - - - - Boshart said because of experiences with theft and damage
during last year's festival, he has
been concerned with security for
the event.
He requested that Campus
Police have a patrol officer walk
the North Quad from 11 p.m. to
7 a.m. Saturday. He said in a
memo that it is necessary for the
grounds to be patrolled "all
night, not just occasionally."
"(In the past we've had) a lot
of problems with theft at the art
vendors' booths," Boshart said.

GRATEFUL DEAD TRIBUTE
BAND FROM PEORIA

Physical Science Building.
• The All-Student Variety
Show, taking place at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Dvorak Concert
Hall, featuring juggling, dancing
and singing.
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from page one - - - - -

place at noon Saturday in the
Union Walkway.
Other international events
include Junkanoo, a pan-Caribbean
festival outside of the Physical
Science Building, and Umbra!, an
Ecuadorian musical group.
• A special presentation of "Into
the Woods" by the Charleston
High School Dramatic Interpretation Class at 1 p.m. in Pemberton Hall.
• Faculty and student poetry
readings and Faire Meadow Harps,
a musical duo, taking place at
Tarble all weekend.
• Dave Rudolf, a storyteller,
sponsored by University Board,
performing at 8 p.m. Saturday in
the Rathskeller.
• A performance of "The Bird
Phoenix," a multi-media musical
setting of Hans Christian
Andersen's classic, and a reading
of "Made in Hungary," Marjorie
Hanft-Martone's series of poetry,
taking place at 2 p.m. Sunday in
the Phipp's Lecture Hall of the

CHECK OUT OUR NEW DANCE FLOOR
&.. SHOOTER BAR
GRINDERS COFFEE NOW AVAILABLE
IN STIX

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --ZI TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

OLYMPICS

from page one - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "Runners and buggers" are also volunteer positions,
The highlight for everyone involved is
which involve cheering for the athletes and "being
there for them," Shank said. They will wait for the athwhen we see Special Olympians that are
letes at the finish lines to "hug and praise" them for
so happy to win a ribbon, finish a race or
their performance, said Karen Oberhaus, student head
even
just
' ' participate in an event."
volunteer.
- Nicole Casavechia,
About 50 students have volunteered to organize
philanthropic chairwoman,
"Olympic Town," an area of carnival games including
a dunk booth, a dart throw, miniature golf and face
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
painting, McDowell said.
Another 100 student volunteers will help officiate
track events such as the standing long jump, running competition for blind athletes that gives them the
long jump, shotput throw, softball throw and tennis ball opportunity to race, McDowell said. Some athletes
throw, Shank said.
touch the rope while others run alongside of it, sensing
Competitive events also include the 50, 100, 200, the direction, she said.
400 and 800 meter and relay races, McDowell said.
"The highlight for everyone involved is when we
The Olympians will also compete in the race walk, see Special Olympians that are so happy to win a ribwhich is a very athletic and competitive sport, she said. bon, finish a race or even just participate in an event,"
Wheelchair events include the 25 and 100 meter said Nicole Casavechia, philanthropic chairwoman for
races and the slalom. A 50 meter blind rope run is a Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

348-1626

$2 99

Fresh
Breadstix $1 99
Pepsi, Diet, 7-Up,
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2 Ltr. Pepsi/Diet

.
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High gas prices result of oil Piket named summer
costs, may be here to stay lobbying team director

By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Gas prices in Charleston and around
the country have skyrocketed in the past
year, and consumers are paying the
price.
Prices for regular unleaded gas in
Charleston range from $ 1.25 a gallon at
the Clark station, 203 E. Lincoln, to
$1.28 at the Amoco station, 200 W.
Lincoln.
Becky Stevens, an employee at the
University Shell gas station, 419 W.
Lincoln, said the increase can be partly
attributed to the amount of heating oil
used this winter.
"It was such a cold winter that people
used up more heating oil and they produced more heating oil than gasoline,"
Stevens said. "Now it 's summer and
more people want to travel and so the
prices went up ."
Stevens said despite the increase in
costs, gasoline sales have gone up.
"The price all boils down to the middleman (government) getting its fair
share and we have to pay the price,"
Stevens said.
Stevens said she doesn't expect the
prices to decrease any time soon.
"In California, prices have gone up to
$2 a gallon, and I'm afraid that's where
we are headed," Stevens said.
The increasing gas prices are having
an impact on Eastern students' wallets.
"I'm a poor college student and when
I want to go home for the weekend I can
barely afford to buy gas," Jill Dawson, a
junior English major, said.
"It disgusts me," Sara Janoski, a
sophomore elementary education major
said. "I struggle with $10 a week for
entertainment, and now all that money
goes toward gas."
Randy Olbrot, a sophomore marketing major, said he has been trying to cut
down on the amount of gas he uses .
"I've done a lot more walking lately,"

Olbrot said.
Phillips 66 station manager Jason
Bonwell said he has heard numerous
complaints about the high prices.
"About every other person that comes
in here complains," Bonwell said.
He said the increased cost of oil has
impacted the price of gasoline.
"Our cost goes up as the price of oil
goes up," Bonwell said. "The cost of oil
is up to $22.70 per barrel."
Bonwell said the individual gas stations don't have much control over the
prices.
"The control is not really at the retail
level," Bonwell said. "There are a lot of
federal and state taxes that are added
onto the gas that increase the price a
lot."
Harold Nordin, an economics professor at Eastern, said the increasing gas
prices aren't as bad as they seem.
"The increasing gas prices are relatively marginal," Nordin said. "The consumption of gas is high right now
because it's summer and people travel
more."
Nordin said the prices aren't high relative to several years ago.
"The price of everything else has
gone up about 10 times the original
price and gas has only gone up about 5
times the price," Nordin said.
Nordin said the consumption of gas
has greatly increased, and oil producing
countries are having trouble keeping up.
"The oil producing countries of the
world are still producing the same
amount of oil they always do, but the
consumption of gas has gone up and the
other countries can't keep up," Nordin
said.
Nordin said Americans shouldn't
complain because Europeans pay more
than twice the price Americans do for
gas.
"People in Europe pay between $3-$7
a gallon for gas, so we really shouldn't
be complaining," Nordin said.

By KRISTY EICHELBERGER
Staff writer
Student Senate members
Wednesday approved the
appointment of senate member Kevin Piket as the acting
director of the student lobbying team for the summer.
Piket said he will be
focusing on communication
and reorganization of the
lobbying team.
"I plan to basically reorganize the student lobbying

team and
organize
communication
between
students
c __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ and
the
board,"
Kevin Piket
Piket said.
Piket said one way to
increase communication
with students is by writing
guest editorials for The Daily
Eastern News . He said he
hopes to stir interest among

students by writing in the
newspaper.
Piket said he also has
many goals for the student
lobbying team such as visiting Springfield and having
legislators visit Eastern so
they can see some problems
Eastern students face first
hand.
"They would be able to
see the campus' needs first
hand that way," Piket said.
"It is obvious we need better
drainage on the campus."

Comedian to perform tonight
By JANEL FILA
Staff writer
A University Board sponsored comedian
will invade Eastern tonight as two people.
Jeff Marder will perform his act, "Comedy
for Both Hemispheres of the Brain," at 9
p.m. in the Rathskeller located in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Cyndi Walker, the comedy coordinator for
UB, said Marder was chosen after she saw
him perform at a regional conference in

Indiana.
"I have seen him perform and he got a
great crowd response," Walker said. "He
was absolutely hysterical."
Marder's act, which is defmitely a crowd
pleaser, also keeps him busy, Walker said.
"His show involves the use of two microphones, in which he jumps back and forth for
almost a split personality," Walker said.
Marder started his career with the
Baltimore-based comedy troupe "Animal
Crackers" and founded Baltimore's only
comedy club at the City Lights Restaurant by

New Staff Senate seats elected
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor
Eastern staff members
Wednesday voted in six
new Staff Senate seats.
The total number of
votes cast has not yet been
determined, said Jean
Liggett, senate secretary
and chairwoman of the
elections committee.
"I was disappointed in
the voter turnout," Liggett
said. "It was low."

The new senate members will take office July
1. The new senate members and the 11 other senate members will then
appoint a new senate
chair.
The six new seats
include: Sandy BinghamPorter, current senate
chairwoman and data processing analyst, was elected to represent non-negotiated employees; Bev
Newcomb, a cook's

helper, was elected to the
local 981 Union seat;
Teresa Sims, an account
technician, was elected to
represent Chapter 12 71 of
the union; John Flynn,
director of Financial Aid,
was elected to the administrative and professional
seat; Doug Sloat, a carpenter, was elected to the
negotiated physical plant
seat; and Arlene Kraft, an
account technician, was
elected to the contract and

Saturday, April 27th at 9:00 p.01
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Celebration's events
provide diverse fun
for whole community
Students should take advantage of the entertainment, arts, crafts and food at this weekend's 18th
annual Celebration: A Festival of the Arts, which
begins today.
The outdoor festival will give a refreshing option
to students during the end of the year when projects
and papers are being piled on. The wide variety of
activities offers something for everyone.
Because of the renovation of the Buzzard
Building, Celebration has
been moved this year to
the North Quad. This new location should be an
advantage since the festivities can not be missed by
passing students or community members.
The planning committee has done an excellent
job providing activities to serve everyone, young
and old. Celebration has expanded this year to
include more student events.
Among the activities planned will be an authentic Indian pow-wow Saturday sponsored by
Seventh Generation and a student variety show
Sunday night.
The student participation proves that Celebration
is definitely not just a Charleston community
event, but also a campus event. It serves to bring
the two together and promote unity between students and the community, as well as groups around
the community.
Elements such as the children's play for
Trailmobile employees and arts and crafts vendors
should provide entertainment geared primarily
toward the local community, with a variety of other
events geared toward everyone at the festival.
The cultural diversity is an educational experience to everyone and an important factor in
Celebration.
The pow-wow, various arts and crafts and special musical performances will help to expand the
cultural diversity within the community. It will
allow students and others to see a wider range
events and groups then they might otherwise have
the opportunity to experience.
Celebration: A Festival of the Arts begins today
and will run from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and will continue Saturday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m.
Everyone should experience and take advantage
of Celebration. It helps to open your minds and
gives a much needed stress relief to the end of the
school year and beginning of the summer.

• • }
Ed ItO ria

' ' today' s quote
Celebrate good times. Come on.
-Wang Chung

Student training is crucial for The News
It was almost three years ago
when I first walked into the big
blue Buzzard Gymnasium where
Student Publications used to be
housed.
The first person I was introduced to was the editor in chief of "----'----'----"--'---The Daily Eastern News. She was
friendly and more than willing to TRAVIS SPENCER
get me involved with the student Regular columnist
newspaper. She introduced me to
the city editor and I was assigned
my first story.
I was responsible for informing the entire campus about
... the spring hours of a local miniature golf course.
I didn't understand why the city editor made me stoop to
such levels of reporting on a miniature golf course, but I
interviewed the manager and came back with a story.
After the interview was conducted, I was excited, proud,
and felt important because of this Pulitzer-caliber story.
That is, until an editor sat down and began to read the story.
All of the sudden, his fingers started typing like mad and
my story was rapidly changing. After he was done editing
the story, he explained all of his changes so I could do a
better job with my next assignment.
This is why a student-run newspaper is so important.
Students get the opportunity to learn from other students.
The Daily Eastern News is entirely student run with the
exception of a press operator and one business office
employee. All the faculty involved with The News and
Student Publications are advisers. They advise us how to be
professional journalists and how to run our publications.
They don't edit stories, they don't design pages and they
don't have to answer to readers' concerns or complaints.
They are simply our advisers.
Therefore, it is ridiculous for the Faculty Senate to ask
any faculty involved with Student Publications to explain
the philosophy of student training.
They don't train our new reporters - other students do,
like myself.
A few months and many by-lines after my first writing

Gay rights support
day should have been
made public earlier
Dear editor:
This letter is in response to the April
4 article in the newspaper in the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union. As I was siting in my 8 a.m.
class I started to thumb through The
Daily Eastern News. I came upon the
article titled "Supporters to show their
colors." The article talked about how
homosexual rights supporters were
going to wear green. I know most of
the people in class fairly well and started to wonder if they were wearing
green to support gay rights. I soon realized this was not the case as another
one of my classmates had stated that
he had taken his sweatshirt off and was
now down to a plain white t-shirt. As
news about the event spread about the
classroom, you could see the guys with
green shirts on either zipping up their
coats or taking off their shirts. I turned
my attention to the hallway and saw

experience at The News, I found
myself in the city editor position
"With Student helping other students learn how
Publications,
to write a news story. After I edited the stories, another editor
students have
would then look over them a secthe opportunity ond time and explain the mistakes
I missed. By this, I improved my
to receive
skills every time a story
hands-on train- editing
came across my desk.
zng. "
Eventually, I was named news
editor and was responsible for
organizing news coverage as well
as editing all the stories after the desk editors were finished
reading the stories.
I was able to use all the guidance I received form the past
to help out the new reporters.
Now, as editor in chief, I am completing the studentnewspaper cycle by using all my past experiences to help
out the incoming students.
Students learning from other students is an invaluable
form of education. The News serves as a learning lab that
allows students to learn how to become journalists.
Our advisers give their opinions and provide the staff
with available options, but in the end, the students make the
final decision.
Faculty Senate member Gail Richards said she "would
like to know what the philosophy for student training is."
The philosophy is quite simple : student editors are
responsible for training incoming students.
Often times the advisers give their opinions or offer
alternate suggestions, but the students make all final decistons.
This is how Student Publications was designed and the
way it needs to remain. With Student Publications, students
have the opportunity to receive hands-on training, while at
the same time provide the campus with a record of the
news.
- Travis Spencer is editor in chief for The Daily Eastern
News. His e-mail address is cutss@ecn.bgu.edu.

your turn
another student with a bright green tshirt on. I asked him to read page 6A
of the paper, and the next time I ran
across him, he had changed shirts and
expressed dislike for the day's activities.
At noon, I went to the Rathskeller
for lunch and noticed one of my fellow
students had saved our lunch bunch a
seat. I also noticed he was wearing a
green jacket with matching green bag.
When I told him to read the paper he
almost fell out of his chair. He had said
that he had spent the entire morning
surveying buildings around campus
and was unaware that he was unknowingly supporting gay rights.
My point is, if we are going to have
a day like this and make statements by
wearing a certain color, please inform
the general public at least a week in
advance. If wearing green was a way
to show support, the numbers were
greatly inflated by people that just happened to be wearing green on
Thursday. I believe we had a day simi-

Jar to this last year and if I recall it ruffled a few feathers then, as it did this
year. I stress once more, inform the
public before you declare these campus support events, not the day of. If
this does not change, maybe tomorrow
I can get The News to declare anyone
wearing stripes in their shorts supports
the Unabomber and his attacks on college professors.

Ryan Gardner
Graduate Student of Technology

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author's
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
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Drink up

the water's fine Lawson Hall vending

Charleston water acceptable by EPA standards
By JEANINE FOLLERT
Staff writer
David Chernich is braver than
most. He drinks the water.
"It tastes good, but not as
good as Chicago water," said
Chernich, a freshman undecided
major, while drinking from a
fountain in Carman Hall.
Some students won't touch the
stuff. Many students say the
water smells or does not taste
right.
"Sometimes the water is OK,
but sometimes it smells," said
Mandy Stawser, a freshman prenursing major.
While there are occasional
odd smell and taste, nothing is
wrong with the water. Instead,
harmless levels of nitrates alter
the taste.
Despite its bad reputation
around campus, the water is
completely drinkable.
"The water in Charleston is
100 percent acceptable by EPA
standards," said Vince Gutowski,
a professor of geography and
geology. "But that doesn't
include how the water tastes or

I

I

smells.
The average level of nitrates
in Charleston water is 0.1 parts
per millionth, said Mark
Donnelly, the superintendent in
the city's water department.
While that is a little higher than
some places, it is nowhere near
the maximum standard set by the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, which is 10 parts per
millionth.
"Charleston water is just different," Gutowski said. "People
from other parts of the country
notice the taste more, but it (the
water) isn't like what you have
at home.
"As long as the water meets
regulations, then you can be confident that it won't affect your
health," he said. "It's all what
you're used to."
All of Charleston's water
comes from a lake which has a
dike in the middle that forms a

Little People's Weekend,
Transfers Free

at Dale Bayle's
GUESS WHO'S 21!

GUESS WHO'S 21!

Surprise! Happy B-day
Eric O'Neil! your Pals,

HAPPY 8-DAYMARIO!

Matt, Tiffany, and Sarah.

As long as the water
meets regulations,
then you can be confi'
' that it won't affect your
dent
health . It's all what you're
used to."
-Vince Gutowski,
geography, geology
professor
side -channel, Gutowski said.
Half the water comes from the
Embrarras River and the other
half comes from rainfall.
The rainwater is cleaner than
the river water, Gutowski said.
The city has sensors to regulate contaminants that may enter
the water. Monitors on bridges
send data to the water treatment
plant, Gutowski said. If the monitors sense a contaminant, they
set off an alarm that shuts down
the pumps, he said.
"The mayor, the water commissioner and the head of the
water treatment plant realize the
problem. They really have the
citizen's health in mind," he

machines broken into
By BRITI CARSON
and STEPHANIE NETZEL
Staff writers
Thieves got away with more
than $300 from the vending
machines and Evian water
machines in the basement of
Lawson Hall that were broken
into last weekend.
Brent A. Richards, 35, reported to Campus Police that
between Friday at 12:30 p.m. and
Monday at 7:35 a.m. in the
Lawson Hall basement, the
Evian Water machine and candy
vending machine were broken
into.
The locks on both machines
were broken and a dollar bill box
was lying on the floor behind the
water machine. About $150 was
taken from the water machine
and $13 5 was taken from the
candy machine. About $600 in
damage was caused to the water
machine, which appeared to have
been pried open, and $85 to the
candy machine.
In other city and campus
news:

• Whalen's Medical Office,
located at 925 18th St. in
Charleston, was robbed Friday
night, and two Nitrous Oxide
tanks are missing. According to a
police report, Rosanna Tarr, secretary for Dr. C. E. Whalen, said
she left the office on Friday at
9:30 p.m. and did a preliminary
check of the building to make
sure all the windows were
secure.
When she returned on
Saturday morning at 1:30 p.m.,
she noticed the door to the office
had been forced open, and after
entering the building, she noticed
several items missing.
Two green tanks of Nitrous
Oxide valued at $200, two bottles of Amitriptylline valued at
$44, $25 in U.S. Currency and a
$32 book of stamps were missing
and $200 in damage was done to
the door, the police report said.

Luxurious Living at our
Special

• Fully Furnished
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• Hot Tub
• Exercise
Pool
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LYN YouNG- BucK
Celebration '96
Saturday & Sunday
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A presentation planned to
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Line-dancing workshop
to offer step direction
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
A line-dancing class, as part
ofNational Dance Week, will be
offered Saturday to teach people
the basic dance steps and the history behind the dance.
The class, taught by Ollie Mae
Ray, a professor of health studies
at Eastern, will be held from 1 to
6 p.m. Saturday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The cost for the workshop is
$15, or $3 per hour if people do
not wish to participate for the
entire day, said Pam Hale, the
acting director of conferences
and non-credit programs in the
school of adult and continuing
education.
A selection of more than 30
dances will be taught, including

the Cabdriver, Cow Girl Twister,
One Step Forward, Two Steps
Back, The Electric Slide,
Bartender Dance, Little Latin
and The Denver. A brief history
will be given before each dance
is taught.
"I'm hoping to get quite a few
people to attend," Hale said.
None of the dances will be
repeated for those participating
for the entire day, Hale added.
The idea for this class came
from some of the participants of
a dance class earlier in the
semester who expressed an interest, Hale said.
She said there is a possibility
of this class being held weekly
in the future if there is a good
turnout.
The class is sponsored by the
school of adult and continuing
education.

UB to offer little people
free cartoons and cereal
By JANEL FILA
Staff writer
Students and area children can
enjoy a cereal and cartoon breakfast at the Rathskeller Saturday
morning in conjunction with
Little People's Weekend ..
The University Board will
sponsor the breakfast, which will
be at 9 a.m. in the Rathskeller,
located in the basement of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"This is the first time UB has
done anything for the little people," said Clintina Johnson, a faculty adviser for UB. "We wanted
it to be a campus-wide event and
not to be limited."
A variety of cereals and juices
will be offered to participants
during the cartoons, Johnson said.
Dave Rudolf, a comedian/storyteller will be performing at 2

p.m. Saturday for children, and at
8 p.m. for adults in the
Rathskeller.
Rudolf has performed at colleges, fund raisers, book signings
and many radio programs,
Johnson said.
Rudolf also makes songs for
children and adults, some of
which he will sing at the event.
"Rudolf will be singing songs
and doing things that apply to
kids," Johnson said.
He has also written a book
called Please ... Don't Tease The
Dragon, which entertains children and adults with his unique
blend of comedy, a press release
said.
Rudolf's book contains poems
such as Timmy's Got A Problem,
The Cranky Cow, I Love Squishy
Things and The Great Raid on
212 Elm Street.
These free events are open to
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Awards
banquet
to honor
minority
students

s
'•
BEACH!
DATES!
3 GREAT THINGS TO DO
WITH MY SANDWHICHES

By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Black Greek Council and
Black Student Union will be
holding their 1Oth annual
awards ceremony this weekend
to honor outstanding members
and students.
The ceremony, titled "Strong,
Black and All That," will be at
5 p.m. Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The BGC will give out
awards for outstanding members of the greek community
and the BSU will give out
awards for students on campus
with outstanding achievements.
"BGC and BSU recognizes
outstanding student minority
scholarships (at the awards),"
said Larry Barnes, the awards
ceremony co-coordinator.
A slide show presentation
will be shown throughout the
awards ceremony, Barnes said,
" It will be different slides of
individuals, organizations at the
social events they sponsor and
then photos they might have
brought from home, individual
photos," Barnes said.
An adviser will also be honored for outstanding leadership
and guidance, Barnes said.
The ceremony is sponsored
by the BGC, BSU, and is cosponsored by Johnetta Jones,
the director of minority affairs
and Lou Hencken, the vicepresident for student affairs,
Barnes said.

JIMMY JOHN'S©
GOURMET SUBS
"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"
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Golf team takes shot at
conference championship
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Eastern's golf team will take its
final swings of the season this
weekend when it competes in the
Mid-Continent Conference tournament at Western Illinois
University.
Along with Eastern and
Western, Troy State University,
University of Missouri at Kansas
City, Northeastern Illinois
University, Central Connecticut
State and Youngstown State
University are all in the tournament.
Eastern has already competed
against Western, Youngstown
State, and Northeastern Illinois.
The defeated Western and
Northeastern Illinois and were
defeated by Youngstown State.
After having a decent spring
season, head coach Mike Monee!
said he expects his team to beat a
couple of teams at conference and
he doesn't see playing on a new
course as a disadvantage because

there are other teams that haven't
played on it either.
Consistency, though, seems to
be the key.
"To compete well, we all have
to play well," Monee! said. "We
usually get two or three players
who play well and two or three
who have bad performances. Troy
State is one of the best teams in
the nation, they'll be tough to
beat."
The people who will be competing for Eastern at the Mid-Con
tourney are junior Jeremy
Morton, junior Chris Wood,
sophomore Luke Bland and
junior Brian Jacobi. There will
also be a play-off for the last spot
between freshman Cory Biggs,
sophomore Mark Smaizys, senior
Matt Marinaro and senior Pete
Mauch.
Morton also has some goals he
hopes to fulfill at this meet.
"I need to putt well," said
Morton. "Also I would like to
stay in the mid 70s all three
rounds."

HARDBALL
on the team in runs batted in with
22.
Despite the losing record, Eastern
head coach Jim Schmitz said Illinois
State is going to make for an interesting opponent.
"Players on our team know players on their team and with them
being an interstate rival our team is
going to go after them," Schmitz
said.
However, the most important
games of the weekend will be the
doubleheader
against
the
Leathernecks, as Western will be
taking on Eastern in series that
could decide if the Leathernecks
will be home on the weekend of
May 10-12.
Western is tied with Northeastern
for the fmal playoff spot in the MidCon at 8-10. But if the Leathernecks
can sweep their doubleheader
against the Golden Eagles on
Saturday, the first-place Panthers are
going to have a difficult two-game

MID-CON
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around good game.
"It's a combination of the
offense and defense playing
well," she said. "The defense has
to play well too, and the pitching
has to be on for the defense to
play well."
The pitching had been working
well, except for a lapse on
Tuesday.
In the last seven games before
Tuesday the Panthers went 6-1,
giving up two runs twice, one run
twice and no runs three times.
Freshman starter Stacy Siebert
worked her way to a personal
nine-game winning streak from
the mound.
The team ERA was a Mid-Con
West leading 1. 91.
But Tuesday, bad things happened.
After jumping out to a 6-0 lead
at Illinois State, the Panthers
watched the Redbirds climb back
into the game and eventually go
ahead and win 8-6.
In the second game, Illinois
State simply scored early and
often in a 9-3 route.
But Western head coach Kathy
Veroni still expects two intense
games on Saturday.
"I know they'll be close

frompage7A

games," she said.
"Eastern always
plays us tough."
They may be
tough, but the
Panthers will
have to reverse a
Stacy Siebert trend on order to
beat the Westerwinds.
In the last two seasons, the
Westerwinds are 7-1 against
Eastern.
And Veroni was especially
pleased with the two games this
year.
"We feel that when we came to
Charleston, we played two fine
games," she said. "Our pitchers
were on and they're pitching very
well this time of year."
Westerwind starter Becki
Warner is the Mid-Con Pitcher of
the Week. She won three games
in a row and made a relief appearance last week, as she brought her
season record to 13-4.
The Blue Demons have
already wrapped up the Mid-Con
East crown, but the second spot is
still up in the air.
Youngstown State and Troy
State (both 3-3 in conference)
each have a shot at the second

frompage7A -

series on Sunday.
"Western is on the bubble right
now and if they sweep Northeastern
they will be right back in the thick
of things," Schmitz said. "If they
lose, though, they won't be as up for
the games against us."
Going into the critical weekend,
Western is batting .300 on the season and have scored 211 runs this
season en route to a 23-22 overall
record.
Nevertheless, Schmitz believes
the offense will once again be a key
against the Leathernecks. In the last
meeting with Western, the Panthers
outscored the Leathernecks 40-1 7 in
the four-game series at Monier
Field.
"Western doesn't have any overpowering pitchers and their hitting
is streaky," Schmitz said. We're in a
position where we've been hitting
well, but it's going to depend on
who they throw at us on the
mound."

frompage7A

the top seeds to be Troy State
and Central Connecticut.
However, she does not know
what to expect from those two
teams - but she knows what to
expect from her team.
"I expect everybody to turn
out a good performance at conference," Kramarski said. "It's a
team effort."
The loss earlier this season to

Monee! also has some team
goals of his own.
"If we shoot 320 for three
rounds, I'll be happy," said
Monee!. "This score varies on the
weather, if it's nasty out, the number will be raised to 330."
Monee! added that the play of
the young players is vital to this
tournament.
"We need them to show up to
play," Monee! said. "We have not
had the whole team show up the
same day."
Because of the bad weather, the
golf course has been closed for
the past couple of days and the
team has had to settle for going
out and hitting balls at the range.
And even though this is his
first conference meet, Morton
isn't nervous.
"This is no different from any
other meet," said Morton. "I'm
more excited than nervous."
At last year's meet, Eastern
defeated Northeastern Illinois, but
Monee! hopes to improve on this
performance this year.

WESTERWINDS

conference foe Western does not
worry Kramarksi.
She said if the Panthers
should face them again, the
match could very well go a different way.
"We have to go in with a winning attitude and keep with it
throughout the weekend,"
Erickson said. "On any given
day anybody can beat anybody."

Tetsuya Kikumasa/Staff photographer
Eastern skipper Jim Schmitz talks to hurler Caleb Englehardt in a game earlier this season. The
Panthers will take on both Illinois State and Western Illinois this weekend.

San Diego stomps Cubbies 8-3
SAN DIEGO (AP) - The San
Diego Padres moved within one
win of the best start in club history, scoring five runs in the fifth
inning Thursday for an 8-3 victory over the Chicago Cubs.
At 15-7, the Padres kept pace
with the 1984 NL pennant-winning club. That team lost its 23rd
game, meaning this year's
Padres can claim the best start in

the franchise's 28 seasons with a
win over Houston on Friday
night.
The Padres won their fifth
straight game while handing
Chicago its sixth straight loss.
Ken Caminiti singled to start
the scoring in the fifth and
extend his hitting streak to 12
games. The Padres loaded the
bases five times against Jim

Bullinger (1-2) and Mike Perez,
getting three singles, three walks,
a hit batsman and an error.
The Padres' other runs in the
fifth scored on a walk by Marc
Newfield, an error by shortstop
Jose Hernandez on Archi
Cianfrocco's grounder, a single
by Andujar Cedeno and a walk
by winning pitcher Bob
Tewksbury (3-0).

Cardinals bombed by eight-run seventh, lose 9-3
ST. LOUIS (AP) Thcee New
York Mets hit their first home
run in the same inning. Only one
of the long balls was considered
a momentous occasion.
Butch Huskey, who set a team
record with nine home runs in
spring training, finally got his
first during an eight-run, seventh-inning rally Thursday in a
9-3 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals.
"There's 1,000 pounds off my
chest right now," the rookie
cleanup hitter said. "I'm just

~
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glad it's out of the way.
"It took me 60-70 at-bats to
get it, but it's behind me and we
have five months left in the season."
Huskey had an International
League-leading 28 home runs
last year for Triple-A Norfolk,
and had three the last month-and-

a-half with the Mets.
For this game, his home run
off reliever Jeff Parrett was mere
window dressing after the tworun homer by Brent Mayne that
tied it and the three-run shot by
Lance Johnson that broke the tie.
Still, manager Dallas Green
couldn't get over the relief.
"The other guys, if they hit
them, they hit them," Green
said.
"We need that other guy to hit
them." The first eight batters
reached base in the seventh, and
there were eight hits in the

inning. The Mets have 19 home
runs in the last 12 games.
Jose Vizcaino also set a team
record with nine hits in nine atbats the last three games. He singled in the first, doubled in the
third, singled in the sixth and
tripled and scored in the seventh.
The streak ended when he struck
out on a full count against Jeff
Parrett to end the eighth.
"I was trying to go for the
cycle," Vizcaino said with a
laugh. He has 12 career home
runs.
"That's the biggest mistake I

made." Vizcaino has raised his
average 96 points to .333 the last
three games. Two Mets, Jerry
Grote in 1970 and Keith
Hernandez in 1985, had eight
hits in a row.
Alan Benes (3-1) cruised into
the seventh with a three-hitter
before falling apart. Mayne's
home run was only his ninth in
six major-league seasons.
Rey Ordonez singled and
Benes threw the ball away on
pitcher Mark Clark's sacrifice
before Johnson hit his first home
run.
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Panthers staring down big weekend
Twinbill against
Westerwinds to
decide Mid-Con title

Hard bailers gear up
for Illinois State and
division foe Western

By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

By BRIAN LESTER
Associate sports editor

Setting the table is something centerfielder
Jen Cherveny has done all year.
As the leadoff hitter, she has been asked to
give the Panthers a spark to start the game.
"Everyone always calls me 'Trouble',"
Cherveny said. "They say I have to get on
base for us to score, and we have a strong lineup behind me."
And this weekend will be as important as it
has been all season, as Eastern heads to
Macomb Saturday for an afternoon doubleheader against Western Illinois that will decide
the championship of the Mid-Continent
Conference West Division.
"This is the most important weekend of the
year for us," Cherveny said. "Right now we're
in second place, and if we split (the doubleheader) we'd basically be tied, but they beat
us earlier this year."
The Mid-Con takes the top two teams from
the East and West division. As of now,
Western leads the West at 10-2 in conference
(28-21 overall) and Eastern is in second at 8-2
(24-19). Both teams are assured of a playoff
spot, but the seeding is up in the air.
The winner has an extra incentive in that the
West champion will host the tournament.
In order to win the title, Eastern has to
sweep Western at Western - something
Western did here, as Cherveny said.
On April 2, Western came to Eastern and
swept a doubleheader from the Panthers.
Photo illustration by CHET PIOTROWSKI\Photo editor
The Westerwinds took the first game 4-1
Eastern softball player Jen Cherveny and Eastern baseball player Shane Hesse have
and the second game 6-1.
Cherveny said for Eastern to sweep and been solid maintstays for Eastern s ball squads this season. Cherveny leads her
take the title, the Panthers will have to play an team with a .413 batting percentage. She is Eastern all-time steal leader with 57.
Hesse leads his team in walks(22) and slugging percentage ( 792) and runs batted in
See WESTERWINDS page 7A
(38).

Eastern's Shane Hesse has been a key
throughout the baseball team's quest for a
second straight Mid-Continent Conference
Western Division crown and he doesn't see
his role changing this weekend.
Hesse comes into the weekend with a .406
batting average and is right behind Steve
Dunlop, who has a team-leading .408 average
from the plate.
On the year Hesse has driven in 38 RBI's
and has 11 extra-base hits.
So when the Panthers take the field this
weekend for two games against both Illinois
State and Western Illinois, Hesse is hoping to
see his team continue to play the type of
baseball that has earned the Panthers a 20-19
mark overall and 13-3 record in Mid-Con
action.
"Teams in the middle of the pack are
always harder tougher to play, and they'll do
the extra things to win," Hesse said. "(But)
we're just going to stick to our game plan and
that is hitting the ball well."
The Panthers will open up the weekend
today at 3 p.m. in a home game against the
Illinois State Redbirds before boarding the
bus for a three-game road trip that will
include a stop for a 5 p.m. game against
Illinois State on Saturday. The Panthers will
then wrap up the road swing on Sunday at 1
p.m. with a doubleheader against their crossstate Mid-Con rival in Western.
The Redbirds fly into Charleston with a
15-26 mark and are batting .252 as a team
this season. Dan Latka leads the team with
his .314 average from the plate and is second

s

See HARDBALL page 7A

Track team races off to Drake Women netters look to
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Several members of both the
men's and women's track teams
will be competing in the Drake
Relays this weekend with the possibility of qualifying for nationals
on the line.
And the possibility of nationals
is what makes this meet different
from a typical meet because it
concentrates more on relays,
sprints, distance medlays and a 4
x 200 relay, which Eastern is not
used to.
High jumper Tiffany Jansen
will compete for the women while
Neal Garrison, Joseph Rigaud,
Tim Thompson, Cory Utterback,
Cameron Mabry, Ray Helms,
George Wilson, Chris Watson,
Mike Mcbride, Jason Anhalt,
Justin Weiss, Rich Arsenault and
Ralph Gardner will be competing
in the 4 x 400 relay team.
Head coach John Craft said that
Jansen has her work cut out for
her.
"Tiffany is competing in a very
tough field," said Craft. "But she
can bust a good jump at any
time."
One of the goals that Craft has
set for Jansen is for her to go out
and get a leap of at least 5 feet 8
inches.
Craft said up to this point, the

' '

It's a monotony breaker,
the relays break up the
same stuff that happens at
every meet. This is not only a
good meet to participate in, it's
also a good spectator sport.
·Tom Akers
Eastern men's track coach
regular season has had both good
and bad points.
"So far the regular season has
had its ups and downs, but you
have to expect that with a young
team," said Craft. "We have lots
of things to learn, but the freshman did make a good transition
from high school to college
track."
Craft is also using this meet for
another advantage.
"We've had meets since March
and this meet will give our players a nice time to take a break,"
said Craft.
For Jansen to get into this meet,
she had to jump at least 5 feet 8
inches and there will be 20
jumpers in this meet.
Craft said that even though
conference is still a couple weeks
away, the team is constantly
thinking about it.

On the men's side, head coach
Tom Akers hopes his team will
perform well.
"I hope we have a good showing against some great competition," said Akers. "Even with this
great competition, I hope to see
some seasons-best performances."
Along with this being an
important meet, the Penn track
relays is also taking place this
weekend.
Akers said this meet will be a
good preparation for the conference meet.
"It's a monotony breaker, the
relays break up the same stuff that
happens at every meet," said
Akers. "This is not only a good
meet to participate in, it's also a
good spectator sport."
Akers said that the whole team
is getting frustrated because they
aren't making progress and people are also gettng mad about not
making progress.
Akers spoke highly of the competition this weekend.
"The competition is unsurpassed, it's better than any national meet," said Akers.
Akers has high expectations for
the 4 x 100 meter relay team.
"I hope to see them get in the
finals, and with good handoffs
they can do that," said Akers.
"Anything under a 40.0 is definitely within reach for the team."

serve up Mid-Con crown
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
All season, the goal for both
the men's and women's tennis
teams was to win the MidContinent Conference.
The men were unable to
realize their goal with a fourth
place finish last weekend, but
now it is the women's turn
when they travel to New
Britain, Conn. for the MidContinent Tournament which
begins today.
After starting out the season
strong with a 5-1 record, the
women went 2-4 in their last
six meets, and finished with an
overall record of 7-5 and 3-1
in the Mid-Con. Their lone
loss was to Western Illinois.
Senior Terra Erickson has
the most singles win on the
team with a 7-5 mark. When
teaming up with No. 1 doubles
partner Adeline Khaw, they are
9-3.
No. 6 singles player Kelli
Kuhl and No. 3 Erinn
McFadden have the next best
records at 5-2 and 5-4, respectively.
"The best performance
throughout the year can't be

limited to one
(player)," head
coach Rosie
Kramarski said.
"There
has
been a solid
'-----==-----' effort up and
down the lineKramarski
up.,
Seniors Erickson and
Stephanie Sullivan will be finishing out their Panther
careers, and Erickson believes
being seniors will help her and
Sullivan in the tournament.
"Basically, experience (in
conference
tournaments)
helps," Erickson said. "Of
course it would be nice to end
on a winning note."
Experience is one thing the
team may be lacking, as the
other five players are freshmen.
Looking back on the year,
Erickson has an upbeat attitude
going into the tournament.
"Our doubles play is a great
positive and I think our conditioning helps a lot," Erickson
said. "I don't look for the
weaknesses."
Kramarski said she expects
the top seeds to be Troy State

See MID-CON page 7A
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Community groups
to sponsor cleanups

By AMY DAVIS
Staff writer
Students and faculty interested in helping
make the world a cleaner place have two opportunities to do so this weekend.
This Saturday at 9 a .m ., two environmental
groups will be cleaning up two natural areas.
The Charleston Earth Society is sponsoring
the Shoreline Clean-up at Lake Charleston. The
Embarras Volunteer Stewards will be working at
Bergner Acres, a 10-acre nature preserve donated to Eastern .
Stan Atkins , a member of the Charleston
Earth Society and Charleston High School environmental science teacher, said the clean-up at
Lake Charleston's mile-long earthen dam is very
necessary.
"That's our drinking water, " he said. "''d think
people would have an interest in keeping it
clean.
" Anything that goes into the reservoir
enhances bacteria count and costs more for the
city to treat it. "
Atkins said there is a lot of trash floating in
the water and along the shoreline.
"It seems to be a tragedy that people leave so
much trash out there ," he said.
Atkins said the Lake Charleston area is a
good landmark that is fun to explore, but all the
trash makes the area "repulsive. "
"It detracts so much from the shoreline experience ," he said . "People treat it as a sort of
watery landfill , (but) there 's no place for that
trash to go. "
Anyone wanting to help clean up the area
should wear good tennis shoes and gloves and
be at the earthen dam at Lake Charleston at 9
a.m. Saturday. Lake Charleston is located a few
miles from Charleston south on Route 130.
"If people could even donate half an hour of
time, I think we could clean up (fairly quickly) ,"
Atkins said. "Hopefully (we 'll) have a good gathering and see some fish and waterfowl. "
Also on Saturday, the Embarras Volunteer
Stewards, part of the Nature Conservancy, will
be working at Eastern's Bergner Acres pulling
the unwanted weed garlic mustard out of the
area.

Larry Thorsen , regional administrator and
founder of the Embarras Volunteer Stewards said
the group "preserves natural areas such as remnants of Illinois prairie and woodlands. "
"We lend our time to helping landowners both
(public) and private ... preserve and protect natural areas, " he said.
Saturday at Bergner Acres, the group will be
trying to protect this nature preserve from invasion by the unwanted plant species, garlic mustard.
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' ' That's our drinking water, " he
said. "I'd think people would
have an interest in keeping it
"
cean.
I
- Stan Atkins,
member of the Charleston Earth Society

Thorsen said garlic mustard is a weed that
spreads along stream beds and crowds out other
weeds and plants.
The Embarras Volunteer Stewards are helping
Eastern clean up Bergner Acres and maintain
trails through the area.
Thorsen said he feels that his work with the
group is very important.
"We are helping to protect what 's left of
Illinois' prairies," he said. "Only 0.07 percent of
Illinois' natural prairies remain. "
The Embarras Volunteer Stewards are working to preserve remaining natural areas in Illinois
as well as to restore land to prairie land.
"It's a conservation effort that's important,"
he said. "It's also good for people who like to be
out in nature and learn about and appreciate it. "
Thorsen said any volunteers are welcome to
help at Bergner Acres on Saturday at 9 a.m.
To get to Bergner Acres , go west of
Charleston on Route 16. At Loxa Road, go
north and cross Route 316. At the landfill , go
north one more mile , turn at the first right, then
turn at the next right and go to the dead end.
For more information about the Embarras
Volunteer Stewards, call Thorsen at 345-6476.
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Killing Joke
"Democracy"
(Zoo Entertainment)

The Suede Chain
"Piloted by Ghosts"
(MUD Records)
As the first tune of The Suede Chain 's
newest album , "Piloted by Ghosts," opens,
the twang y yet sophisticated sound of
classical violins catches my attention.

It started back in 1979, three
guys , the name Killing Joke and a
dream to create music that was different.
The band's most recent effort ,
titled " Democracy ," shows that
Killing Joke has indeed come a long
way since its birth. This 10-song
album has a good variance in sound.
From the start of the first track,
"Savage Freedom ," it's obvious that
Killing Joke invested a lot of time
and effort writing and recording this
album.
I was instantly taken by the beauty of this recording and it's easy to
see that the band has a good grasp
on the use of technology in music .
With a variety of different sounds, from
definite alternative melodies to classical
cuts to jazzy jams, the Champaign-based
band is sure to make it big.
The Suede Chain uses its musical talents to its full potential in virtually every
cut of "Piloted by Ghosts," making the CD
even more enjoyable. As the music plays
on, the band 's sounds become less and
less predictable.
The second track of the CD, "One Fly's
Wing ," is a fast-paced, guitar-heavy compilation . In the background, violins, cellos
and other stringed instruments pull the
intense lyrics and the Live-esque harmony
together
"Want So Badl y" starts of with semislow, jazzy rhythm
In the middle of the song, a burst of
sudden energy picks the pace of the tune
up to an almost excited range The Suede
Chain's singing ability also creates a lively
feel.

Bludgers & Old 97s
Springfield Shakey

The music is clean , but still keeps an
industrial feel -there are some really nice keyboard and sample effects
coupled with many more swift guitar, bass and drum sounds .
This works well for Killing Joke ,
where many of the songs lack in
lyrical content, the music kept me
listening. I must admit, the vocals
on this album are not very good ;
they are rough and raunchy.
I guess it could be argued that
this is the type of singing that goes
along with this style of music, but I
still don't like what I hear.
"Intellect" starts with a flutter of
dissonant guitars, and moves on to
build a strong song filled with
spaceship-like keyboards and a driv-

ing beat that doesn't stop .
"Medicine wheel" starts out with
some very cool windy, exotic tribal
sounds and grows into yet another
force-driven song .
It's important for lyrics to mean
something , but in the case of
" Democracy ," there are just too
many trite songs dealing with politics, the environment, spirituality
and so on. I've heard this all before .
If you've been a life-long fan of
Killing Joke, I can only assume that
you will proudly display this album
on your shelf. If you happen to be in
the mood for something new, this
may be your style.

As a follow up to its debut album
"Ripplemark," The Suede Chain has outdone itself in terms of musical composition , creativity and vigor.
The orchestra of instruments has
become one of the band 's strongest points
closely followed by its ability to maximize
lyrics.
After being around for 10 yea rs , one
would easily think this bad was already in
the limelight, rocking the airwaves of radio
stations across the country and banking
big bucks off of the latest MTV junkies.
However, only now is this six-member
group hitting it big with its combination of
upbeat folk and outrageous orchestral
sounds.
Recording under independent label,
Mud Records, The Suede Chain seems to
have what will be a promising future.
-DONNA CU/SIA
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Ted 's Warehouse

$3

345-9732

9:30 p.m. Fri , April 26

The Blind Pig in Champaign
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351-7476

8 p.m. Fri , April 26

Mabels in Champaign

$5

328-5701

10 p.m. Sat, April 27

Friends (Dungeon)

$4

345-2380

9:30 p.m. Sat, April 27

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

9:30 p.m. Sat, April 27

Ted 's Warehouse

$3

345-9732

9:30 p.m. Sat, April 27

The Blind Pig in Champaign

$5

351-7476
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328-5701

Tears for Fears
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9 p.m. Sat, April 27
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Wakeland w/ Ho Hum & I Sharko
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The Metro in Chicago

$11
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Grifters & The Ass Ponies

9:30 pm . Sun , April 28

The Blind Pig in Champaign

$6

351-7476

Natalie Merchant

Where the new Moviegoers CD
lacks in music, it excels in lyrics .
"As You Were" has much of
the same sound throughout the
album, but the lyrics , at times,
are quite humorous and wellwritten .
The group's alternative but
almost '60s sound is consistent
throughout the album . With the
same weak guitar and simple
drum beats , the music lacks
some in originality.
Several songs , such as
"Method Actor" and "Promise of
a New Girl, " sound extremely
similar.
The group varies some in
speed and arrangement, but the
basics are the same .
However, the Moviegoers make
up for their lack of catchy tunes
with well-written, catchy lyrics.
Take for example the song
"Sister Lovers." While not musically stimulating , the song takes
the listener through the trials and
tribulations of asking the girl who
just dumped you if she would
mind if you dated her sister.
"I never noticed just how much
she has in common with me," the
band sings. And then the chorus,
"Would you mind if I started
hanging around with your sister?
I sure don 't mean to cause a stir
-she said it was O.K. with her."
This presents an interesting
and funny little situation put to
music .
"Madagascar" is another song
with witty lyrics. It is the story of
a girl who leaves a guy to go to
Africa.
And the guy is at a loss. "She
said she ' d only be gone for a
week , but every hour 's been
longer than that. Where the hell is
Mozambique?"
The story goes on to explain
how when the guy was drunk, he
told the girl he'd follow her anywhere - and then she takes off
for Somalia (trust me, it's better
in the song).
Most of the songs deal with
relationships , and the witty writing is found in those songs.
The Chicago band 's first album
will be released April 30, and the
band has extensively tau red the
Midwest, East Coast and South .

-JAMES BARTELL

Smokin Joe Kubek

American Band Jam

The Moviegoers
"As You Were"
(Hear Diagonally Records)

noon Sun , April 28
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The Blind Pig in Champaign
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-JOSH HARBECK
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'We're Right, They're Wrong,' 'The Green Mile' goes
the whole distance
proves progress can be good
ByKEWQUINN
Staff writer
Like many people, I suppose, I find the normal
course of politics to be dull. Usually it just looks
like a bunch of old guys standing around arguing
about some obscure topic in some weird language that was probably taught in my lone government class on the one day I was absent.
It's all talk, little real action. So, I try to stay
away from political books, unless, of course, I
want something that will put me to sleep faster
than some of my textbooks.
That's why I had reservations when I picked up
"We ' re Right , They ' re Wrong ," by James
Carville. However, I ended up being pleasantly
surprised by this frank and sometimes humorous
look at the Washington power struggle and what
the two major parties stand for.
For those not familiar with who Carville is, he
was chief strategist for President Clinton's 1992
campaign and currently runs a political consulting
firm in Washington.
In this no-holds barred look at the
Congressional agenda of the Republicans, the
principles of the 5/65 Democrats, people who
feel that all people between the ages of 5 and 65
should be working or in school training for work,
are laid out pretty clear. To insure a stronger,
more prosperous country, the 5/65 Democrats
believe a government must support efforts of
people preparing for and in the labor force , and
then take care of those too old to work.
Carville is one of the people who believes in
this, and thinks that the current Republican party
is entirely contrary to this idea. In fact, he feels
that most of the Republican agenda directly hurts
the majority of Americans while helping the
wealthy and large corporations.
For instance , he outlines some of the
Congressional Republicans' ideas for the economy. Currently, there are some who want to try
Ronald Reagan 's supply side economics one

By MATT FARRIS
Staff writer

more time by giving tax breaks to the wealthy and
gutting environmental laws, making it cheaper,
not to mention more polluting, for businesses to
operate, claiming all the while that this will benefit
everyone.
Carville's response? "Cut the crap, boys and
girls." These proposals benefit only the rich and
the corporate, and in the long run could be harmful to the masses, he writes.
The basic division in the United States today,
according to Carville, is between the haves and
the have-nots. Right now, the Republicans in control of Congress represent the haves, and don 't
care about the have-nots.
His proof? Republican proposals to slash education, the stagnation of the minimum wage, a
lack of government-funded job training and the
funny coincidence of proposed Medicare cuts
being almost equal to the tax break that has been
thought up for people in the upper-income bracket. In Carville's words, "It is a class war. "
If you agree with him, Carville suggests that
now is the time to get involved, through volunteering, running for public office, or by old-fashioned voting.
I learned a lot while reading this one . For
example, did you know that the buying power of
the minimum wage is at it's lowest point since
1955?! That's right, the 1955 when Eisenhower
was president and Disneyland opened. Or, how
about the fact that leading Republicans, such as
Sen. Phil Gramm, used government grants and
scholarships to go to school, the same kind of
programs that they are trying to end, thereby taking away education opportunities from the middle- and lower-classes?
I found "We're Right, They're Wrong" to be
interesting . I read a lot about the current
Republican Congress that made me angry, and
discovered stuff that reminded me that "progressive" is not a dirty word. And, along the way,
Carville made me laugh with his interesting
thoughts on the people who run this country.

Steven King took out an
enormous loan - one he will
be paying off for a long
time. Yet , he doesn ' t owe
anything to blood-sucking
vampire bankers who could
easily be characters in his
next novel.
No , King owes the readers now . In his latest novel ,
"The Green Mile ," King has
launched a project that could
either induce praises or sully
his name forever.
Last month he released
"The Two Dead Girls ," the
first monthly installment of
his new "Green Mile " series .
Boasted as "a novel in six
parts, " "The Green Mile "
series introduces the character of Paul Edgecombe , a
prison guard , who narrates
the story.
The story begins in 1932
when a black man named
John Coffey finds his way to
death row of the Cold
Mountain prison facility .
Coffey has been convicted
of murdering two young girls
and now he must face the
harsh reality of losing his life
at the hands , or more to the
point , seat of the Cold
Mountain electric chair.
From here the story
begins to take shape with the
ever-changing cast of characters that typically ebb and
flow through most of King 's

OPEN

Prices
Effective

24

HOURS

works .
In his latest experimentation , King has proven that
he is one of the greatest storytellers of this or any other
generation.
First, King showed guts by
even beginning the story.
Presently he has no ending
written. He is simply letting
the story go where it wants.
He could easily write himself
into a horror-filled corner
that even he couldn 't write a
character out of.
Second , the first installment , "The Two Dead
Girls," is comprised of some
of King 's finest writing . His
description of the interior of
the death row is hauntingly
accurate , and his characters
are dead on. The 92 pages
of the chap book , as King
refers to it, turn almost by
themselves.
In the coming months , I
look forward to reading the
rest of "The Green Mile "
series . King has definitely
written a worthwhile story
and coupled it with a novelty
marketing tactic that can
change the way modern novels are published .
King now has his payment
booklet for "The Green
Mile " series . Hopefully he
will take this more seriously
than he has taken his "Dark
Tower" series , which he still
owes his readers a few
books .
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In a theater near vou:
Mrs. Winterbourne
(Tri-Star, Rated PG-13)
Starring: Ricki Lake, Brendan Fraser
and Shirley MacLaine.
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(See review by Adam McHugh)

The Substitute

(Walt Disney, Rated PG)

Tom Berenger ("Platoon," "Major
League") plays a commando-like
sub you're happy you didn't have in
high school.
He cleans up an inner-city school
by playing fire with fire. Sort of
"Commando" meets "Dangerous
Minds."
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(To be reviewed).

With the voices of Richard
Dreyfuss ("Mr. Holland 's Opus"),
Susan Sarandon ("Dead Man
Walking") and Jane Leeves (Daphne
on television's "Frasier).
Animated story of young boy and
his storied relationship with a largerthan-life peach.
"James and the Giant Peach" is a
deeply experimental film packed
with surreal , haunting visuals and
dialogue.
The film also urges interdependence, environmentalism, family
and hope throughout all of its offbeat scenes.
The film, directed by visual guru
Henry Selick, is produced by the
man behind a film similar in style to
"Peach," Tim Burton of 1993's "The
Nightmare Before Christmas." Oddly
and abrasively, it succeeds.
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(Reviewed by Mike Meyer)
Grade: C+

(Universal, Rated PG)
Starring "Saturday Night Live"
alums Steve Martin, Dan Ackroyd
and Phil Hartman.
A shlocky mess in which Martin,
who was brilliant in 1987's "Planes,
Trains and Automobiles" and 1990's
subdued "L.A. Story," among others, reprises the role which Phil
Silvers made popular in the 1950s
sitcom.
With its incessant sight gags on
humorless punches at an already

(United Artists, Rated R)
Starring Robin Williams , Nathan
Lane and Hank Azaria.
Lovers (Williams and Lane) must
convince the soon-to-be-in-laws of
their straight son they are a normal
family in this hysterical adaptation of
stage hit "La Caux Au Folies."
The film centers around an
engagement dinner party which
powers the film with constant
laughs. While Williams is brilliant in
his milieu, Lane steals the show with
his outrageous get-ups and hysterics.
Now playing at
Will Rodgers Theatre.
(To be reviewed)

James and the Giant Peach

(Rated R)

Sgt. Bilko

The Birdcage

humorous government and its officials, "Sgt. Bilko" is likely one joke
you just won 't get.
Now playing at
Will Rodgers Theatre.
(Reviewed by Adam McHugh)
Grade: D

the bad-guy role, turning on charm
and psychotic behavior like a switch
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(Reviewed by Matt Erickson)
Grade: 8-

Celtic Pride
(Rated PG-13)
Starring Dan Ackroyd, Daniel Stern
and Damon Wayans.
Two rabid Boston Celtics fans
(Ackroyd and Stern) kidnap Utah
Jazz star ("Mo' Money" and 1V's "In
Living Color") and get more than
they bargain for.
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(To be reviewed)

Primal Fear
(Paramount, Rated R)

Fear
(Universal, Rated R)
Starring Mark Wahlberg , William
Petersen and Reese Witherspoon.
Film about teenage girl (Witherspoon, of 1991's underrated "The
Man in the Moon") who starts
dating Spasmanian Devil Wahlberg
(remember New Kids on the Block
and the Funky Bunch?).
Despite its unusual casting , the
film actually works, using genuine
fear through tense direction by
James Foley.
Wahlberg is surprisingly good in

Starring Richard Gere, Laura Linney,
Edward Norton, John Mahoney,
Andre Braugher and Alfre Woodard .
A prominent Chicago attorney
(Gere) represents a young indigent
(Norton) who is charged with the
murder of a Catholic cleric.
Based on William Diehl's series of
novels featuring the brash defense
attorney Martin Vail, "Primal Fear"
focuses on ethical and legal questions and the importance of image
in a high-profile court case.
The film marks Norton's first time
on screen , and Gere's first work

•

since last year's ill-fated "First
Knight."
The film also stars Laura Linney
(of last year 's critical bomb
"Congo") and a host of television
stars.
The picture is directed by Gregory
Hoblit, an executive producer and
director of such television series as
"NYPD Blue" and "Hill Street Blues."
Unfortunately, he fails to utilize the
superb television talent he brings to
the silver screen in his directorial
debut.
However, Norton's subdued performance contrasted with Gere's
arrogance makes "Primal Fear" a
relatively powerful courtroom
thriller.
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(Reviewed by Adam McHugh).
Grade: B

The Quest
(Universal, Rated R)
Starring Jaun Claude Van Dam.
Now playing at Showplace 8.
(To be reviewed)

Flirting with Disaster
(Marimax, Rated R)
Starring Ben Stiller.
Now playing at showplace 8.
(To be reviewed)

CONFUSED • FRUSTRATED • FED-UP • AFRAID • DISAPPOINTED • DEPRESSED

These are all typical reactions to today's job market. Too many bright college graduates end up working in low-paying, mind-numbingly boring entry-level positions.
But there is a better way!
This is your chance to investigate

The Career Opportunity Of A Lifetime!
A career with us allows you to make more money in your first year than you dreamed possible AND gives you personal satisfaction, independence, and the ability to
earn what you're worth. If you want to work in Chicago and don't want to get stuck in a dead-end job, you can 't afford to miss this opportunity!
Call us at 1-800-721-8908 to order our FREE special report which describes our career opportunity in detail and tells you how to arrange an exploratory interview.
BETTER HURRY!

We have only five positions available for our next training class!

r-----------,

The Game Emporium 1

I
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 345-1555
I
1 0°/o Off Any
I
Purchase
L. ___________
.JI
514 6th Street

THINK YOU MIGHT BE
PREGNANT?

DO YOU NEED HELP?

*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME

Crabappfe Cove

against
machine

Fif#EM

A!W

including :

KilLING IN THE NAME
BUllET IN THE HEAD
WAKE UP
BOMBTRACK

mltlif :1 ur~
EVI EMPIRE
including:
BULLS ON PARADE ··
DOWN RODEO
VIETti OW
WIND BELOW

Antiques, Crafts, Collectibles

Mini Mall
Over 40 booths!
Primitives. fine china, glassware, quality
furniture, handmade crafts and gift items.
~'

618 Jackson • Charleston, IL • 217-348-8459

~

Hours: Moo-Sat. lOam- 5pm

Now Available At :

POSITIVELY FOURTH STREET
401 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston

By SARAH WONG _
Staff writer
An all ftudents variety show entitled,
.. Puttin op the Ritz ," will be held at 7
p .m . Sunday in the Dvorak Concert
Hall at the Rne Art building.
MJ would like to see students across
the campus come together under one
setting and in the same location. John
Coffey, an adviser of elementary and
junior high education dep~rtment , said.
- rve had variety s how~ on smaller
scales. but this will be the first one of
this magnitude .~
Each performer will be allowed a
maximum of five minutes to perform
their act.
~ If performers go over the time. he
or she will be out of the game." Coffey
said.
There are five sections in the variety
show: male and female vocalists. group
vocals. group dance and speciality. For
the vocalists category, students will sing
a variety of songs, such as ~ w ind
Beneath My Wings " and ~ T ea r s 'Jn
Heaven . ~ '
The awards to be giv6n in the vocalist category are: best male vocalist, best
female vocalist and best group vocalist.
Omega Psi Phi at~d Phi Sigma Sigma
will perform for the group dance section award.
The last section is speciality, in
which students will perform their specialized acts such as hacky sack, juggling, lip sync and bagpipe.
As of yet , Coffey said he has not
decided the order the sections will compete in.
· ·
EIU dancers and "Instruments of
Praise" will be perform that night in
between the competitors.
Thomas MacMullen, a senior computer manag~ment major, said he read
about the show in Monday's newspaper, so he decided to give it a try.
"I feel that it's a greatA:>pportunlty
for students to show their talents, and I
p

~ Wonf'Aisociaaa photodor

Puttin on ... the moves!

·~ Mo~ids. a junior el~~e~ry educ;atiorJ.~jflr. ff~Ofher)'f{./d.n, .a sopJwmm:~e~ nUP~~ ~...... ~n

tary education major, all representing Phi Sigma Sigma, prepare tMir dana which IMy wiU perform in the BTOfiP da1lce ftctiort d/ IM studoll variety show Sunday 7 p.m.

just want to get up there and play,"
MacMullen said.
He will play guitar and sing a song
which he wrote himself - "Midnight
Mindy." Elmer Pullen, a financial aid
consultant, will be the Master of Cere-

mony Sunday night.
"I Hope that the show will have a
·
great tum out," Coffey said.
Tickets will be on sale at 6 p .m. at
the ticket booth for $3 . The event
starts 7 p.m.

...

A Friday variety show, also at the
Dvorak Concert Hall, will feature faculty acts. lbat event starts at 7 p.m. and
will also cost $3.

.

Ira Hayes a~d Vets to be hon()red .at
Eastern's.Native American Pow ·w ow
.

.

/

By PAUL BUDZVNSKI
Associate Verge editor
Eastern will enjoy Its 1irst Native Arneiltan Pow
Wow Satur6ay, when 'Jlorld War II v~eran Ira
Hayes - along7,.th~l·t>ttler'.\ieh!rp~ ·~~~·will
be honored.
·
·
Ira Hayes is pictured, in the Pulitzer ~ photo
by Joe Rosenthal, along· with three other marines,
raising the United Stales flag on lwo Jima after
capturing the island.
The Pow Wow, which will take place Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 10 p .m . in the library quad , is
sponsored by the Seventh Generation and cosponsored by Eastern's "Celebration: A Festival of
the Arts." The event is free.
.. Our hope is that the Pow Wow will be an
annual event and a permanent part of Celebra~
tlon, .. said Koqll lnlni (rom Leonard), adviser to
The Seventh Generation and Eastern building
Worker. "I have been thinking about this event for
yean."
Amy Rose, student representative for the Seventh Generation, saki there wtU be an intertribal
dance open to aU spectators and visitors.
The Pow Wow press release said Grand Entry,
an Introduction of partidpatlng dancers, wlll be
hal at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. with a dinnet break for
the traditional ciMcers 1md volunteer~ at 5 p.m.
~wJI be cllliWialbatlon ciMc:a, men's tra-

.........

wam.n·.
~~

- - Cllncil - .............. claDce,

~---, -~

dance, a men's grass dance and a fancy dance,"
Koqii inini said. "All dances Me traditional Indian
dances and are hundreds of years old. The fancy
dance is the only new dance, but it is very colorful.~

.

..

will be set up by American
Ml
and Save .Pur.. ~r~-~~f~Ga,~ cmains
Indigenous Native Group.(SOKA'IUNG}:'
Seventh Generation w0J also haw a booklet with
information about the Pow Wow and the Ira Hayes
memorial.
·
"M~ SOAARING works toward the preservation of sacrj!d remains of our people," Koqii
inini said. "If Native American burial grounds are
dug up and the bones are taken, that inhibits the
spirit to travel. It's stealing ~u~~ degrading
to have bones in museums."
Koqii inini said all donatie>M' ~ ~ the Pow
Wow and will ~o toward an Ira Hayes memorial
which will be c;onstructed by the· American legion
Post 84.
...We will be collecting donations for a memorial
to be built on the Pi Ma Reservation along Interstate 10 near Phoenix, ·Arizona," he said.
There wlll be a Ira Hayes honor dance in which
attendants can offer donations as a gift to the head
dancer Blatchford (or the mernerial. Koqll inini
said. Blatchford wa, a frlencl ·of Ira Hayes.
In addition to Blatchford and "All Nations,~
Kathy Baird will be the Head Lady Dancer. Sterling Big Bear
wll1 be the Head Man Dancer,
Tom Lynd will be the Master of Ceremony and Joe

He said Seventh Generation is trying to contact
war veterans groups to invite them to the event.
The Pow Wow wUl have a dance honoring all
veterans, whether they are Native American or
not.
He added that it is very important for atten ~
dants to make sure that if they see a feather, espe~
cially an Eagle feather, not to pick it up or touch
it.
He said if attendants see ~ feather on the
ground, they should notify a dancer and they will
notify the head veteran dancer, who is Sam Blatch~
ford.
"An Eagle feather is the spirit of a wamor - If a
Indian feather breaks the warriors spirit is
released," he said. "The spirit will return to the
Earth - It's a pretty sacred thing."
Rose said the dancers will be dancing to traditional music by ..All Nations," who will be singing
and playing drums.
.
•peopae need to listen to the beat, the drum
beat ll the heartbeat of the people," KoquiJ ininl
saki. "Guest drummer Jim Hayes, who lJ a ra.ttve Schranze wtU be the Arena Dnc:tor.
of Ira, will alto partldpete in the Ira Hayes honor
"We couldn't do this without theiR (•Celebradance. n. II how • honor liMn - he'a a splrtt tion: A Festival of. the Arta"t.• ~ lnlnl said.
DGW and can•t be biN Iii plhGIL•
""Our gOal Ia to tRch people tO ICnoW who Ira
1ft ~ - •
. . ....lai!IIIIMII
~ . . and to lillliiiOr' b I :Ji1ii1L• • 4

m

Push ·oown·~ and Turn all. set
to l-ock Eastern's Celebration ·
•

Push Down and Turn will be
returning to Eastern' s campus to
play in conjunction With Celebration this weekend.
.
They will be performing from 4
to 5 p.m . on Saturday on the outdoor stage in the North Quad.
The members of the band are
Jason " Hed" Brown, 22, lead
vocalist; Jason Barth, 24, key• boardlst; Tay Bourquein , 24,
bassist; Matt "Devo• DeV.ore, 24,
drummer; and Sam King, 24, lead
guitarist.
Push Down and Tum said they
enjoyed· playing at Eastern and are
exdted to be returning.
~At most college places people
are there to listen to the music,
which is what we really like doing,"
King said. "It wasn't a big crowd,
but they were really supportive."
"It was a lot of f~n because it
was a very intimate setting,
DeVore said.
"1 really enjoyed it a lot because
the crowd · really was getting into
it."
Most of the songs that will be
played will be off of their second
album, "Twelve days in April, "
King said.
Members of Push Down and
Tum said their sound Is difficult to
d~~ . l?_ut d~fif'!l.tely original.

.

I

es a wide variety of listeners. It's
kind of like a mainstream alternative."
Push Down and Turn's merchandise company has supplied all
new T-shirts and other merchan-·
dlse .and their new 1-800 number
has helped out the band immensely, Bourquein said.
"Things are going so fast for us
· ------------

' ' We're the kind of band
which has enough of a
diff6rent sound that it
catches the attention of
people right off the bat,"

·Sam King
Lead guitarists of Push
Down and Turn
right now that we don ' t know
what's going to happen on the
next step, " King said.
Push Down and Turn formed
about three years ago when the
members were attending DePauw
University in Greencastle Indiana,
King said.
The members were best friends
in college and belonged to different
bands until they decided to quit
their bands and form their own,

~---~fiiilli+•••--· ,.:-:-.w~lre1He"lillKI oto~lri<!'Wilic'h · · nevoreia~d. ' · ' ..... ,....... .
has enough of a different sound
that It catc~ the attention of peopie right off the bat," Krng said.
"{There Is) more musicality to It
than people expect from a typical
college band these days. You have
to hear it yourself.·
"When you listen to it, you can't
tum It off," DeVore said. '"lasic:ally, It's the kind of music that read\-

"There was something that
clicked, that just felt right, " DeVore
saki.
The lead singer at that time
became interested in doing different things after a year and ended
up quitting the group, DeVore
saki.
Brown, who had been interested
in being part of the band for a year

and a half, was recruited as the
new lead singer.
Bourquein said the band has had
"a bunch of different influences,
and because of that we aU have like
to play our instruments in different
ways."
"Everyone puts their own input
into the song and e ventually it
becomes the Push Down and Tum
sound , ~ Bourquein said.
Brown came up with the name
and it just kind of stuck, Bourquein
said. -The next thing you know it
starts to grow on you.
;.It was one of those things like
we hav~ a gig and we need to
come up with a name by tomorrow ,~ Bourquein said. "The last
thing you think of whe n you're
putting a band together Is what
you're going to call it."
Push Down and Turn, who has
developed quite a following among
college students, are optimistic
about this weekend and their
future.
WI think it will go great," King
said ... When a band first starts out,
you doubt your self a UttJe bit, but
we really believe we can go anywhere and play in front of anybody
and they're going to like it."
"I have not seen a crowd in the
last two years that has not liked
us ," King said. " We all firmly
believe that we are really good at
what we do."
Push has nine songs wntt'en' for
a new album and are currently
looking for a record company
interested in signing them.
"(Push Down and Tur"\ has)
pretty much have run every course
and is looking forward to moving
up to the next level," DeVore saki.
. The conce.r t is sponsored by the
college of arts and humanities.

C.e lebration
to include
culttJral
. ... . .
·'·

.. .

..

- · :eaUCfttiOri~:····;c.~

\, ......

·,.·

~PAUL BUDZVNSIQ

Associate Verge editoc
The Eastern European ard Russian Stu:ly Group of
Eastern llinois UnNersity wi1l present a~ ·Eastem European ard Russian &perienoes" Saturday at 1
p.m. in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther ~ University Un;on,

.

The event, which is open to the p.blic and free, is part
of "Celebration: A Festival of the Arts."
..We will also have a table at Celebration which will
focus on 00. aHon of Eastern Europe and Russian life,"
Grcd.late School Dean, Thomas Gadsky saWJ.
Gadsky saki the The Eastern European and Rul&ian
Study Group has met abc:llt three tmes each 9111 I rt 2
and s:ponsaqd Nl event like this at The UWinlty ol a:
oois • ~ Urbena. This \VII be wilh P"9111'1
of Its kind at liasaan.
"Satm:tay's maetlltg wl be Wormal..t wl be short,..
GBdsky ad, "There wil be sbt pi II BIWiui liS &om Ulllku
faa.*y rr•tDII'I.• kl aittfc•• Dr. ~ &om h UW....
slty
Oauapa¥t, wl be the !JIIIitiiJin.
~ tlid the PI 1 Hb• . . ~ uh 1JPcs
as edla!Hon In ~ ~ IUIIIn lte. ArctMt
wadt In Pollnd, ~.". ~ ~
and~. .u&lllkaab·~•Auto&.aPe ·

ol._.-
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Ricki Lake falls flat in
'Mrs. Winterborne'
By ADAM MCHUGH
Staff writer
The premise of Ricki Lake's
return to the silver screen after
her stint as one of the most popular producers of trash television
as talk-show host is one which is
arguably the most recycled story
in Hollywood.
Whatever you want to call it,
"Mrs . Winterbourne " (Tri-Star,
Rated PG-13) is simply another
rip-off of "Pygmalion," "My Fair
Lady " and "Pretty Woman " take your pick.
Lake plays a poor, plain
woman with child who poses as
the wife of the deceased twin
brother of Bill (played by
Brendan Fraser of "Encino Man"
and "School Ties"), a dorky millionaire who slowly becomes
smitten with Lake (who starred in
such films as "Cry Baby" and
"Serial Mom" before becoming
one of about 20 daytime navigators of problematic hicks and
cross-eyed hit men) after he gets
over his suspicions that she's not
for real.
The film meanders through a

plot as thin as Lake's ability to
break up a Neanderthal jamboree
on her talk show.
There is virtually no romantic
chemistry between Lake and
Fraser, who have thrived in similar roles in past films, but are
stale on-screen here.
Probably the most painful misuse of talent is in Shirley
Maclaine, who plays Bill's overbearing-yet-wild mother who
takes Lake into her home.
Maclaine (of 1983's excellent
"Terms of Endearment") is not
given anything to work with by
both the script and director
Richard Benjamin.
To fully understand just how
bad this film is, one needs only to
know the most exciting and hysterical scene comes in the film 's
final stanza, as the infant urinates
in Bill's face as everyone looks
on.
Such guffaws might be expected in something like the bathroom humor throughout "Dumb
and Dumber," but here , like
every other component of this
film , it falls flat.
Grade: D-

At Panthers
9 pm- 2 am

Friday & Saturday
1/2 lb Hamburgers • Giant Chicken Wings

Wildest Ladies
in Charleston
18 to enter

Delivery 348-8055

it

~~pays
2

!Advertise I
w i t h u.s
This Weekend at

Mother's.
$1

Little Pecple's
•

•

Bottles of Bud, Rolling Rock, Icehouse

$150
.
- 22m; L1te Longnecks
$1 Bar Drinks

$2 Pitchers

At 2 pm

Kids
SALE

: ~ ~-\

25% OFF ALL CLOTHING
SO% OFF SELECTED JEWELRY
MARTIN LUTHE'R I(ING, J'R, UNIVERSITY UNION
BOOI(STO'RE
F'RIOAY, APRIL 26TH THROUGH SATURDAY, MAY 4TH
OPEN: MON'DAY THROUGH THURSDAY 1:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
F'RIOAY 1:00 A.M.-5:00P.M.
SATURDAY 10:00 A.M.-4:00P.M.

At

Big Kids
This Saturday in the
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'Birdcage' full of pretty n1en

Play it smart and consider the multitude of opportunities available with Salem Services, one
of Chicagoland's most prestigious staffing firms .
We pride ourselves in helping energetic, ambitious self-starters find excellent short-term and
long-term assignments.

By JENNIFER STANGER

the end .
Problems come to light when Armand's son ,
Val , the product of a one-night stand with
Dazzling lights , Sister Sledge 's "We Are Cathryn (Christine Baranski) , comes to tell his
Family " blaring in the background and drag father that he is engaged to Barbara, his college
queens galore . So begins "The Birdcage, " a girlfriend . Armand is pretty much okay with it
comedy starring Robin Williams and newcomer until Val tells him that Barbara 's father is
Nathan Lane as a gay couple struggling with Senator Keely from Ohio , a man so right wing
the realization that Williams' 20-year-old son is that he refers to Bob Dole as "that liberal. "
getting married- to a woman.
Gene Hackman is Keely , and Dianne Weist
Williams is Armand Colman , owner of The is his cookie-cutter wife who is ecstatic about
Birdcage, a Miami Beach hot spot specializing the up-coming marriage because she feels it will
in drag queen lounge acts. Lane plays his long- take the media's attention off of the scandal
time companion, Albert, whose extreme sensi- Keely 's running-mate caused by dying in a prostivity led me to believe that he 's really a woman titute 's bed .
trapped in a man 's body. He's completely irraWhen the Keelys make the trip to Miami to
tional for the majority of the film , and is prone visit Val 's " parents, " Armand and Albert 's
to crying like a baby at the drop of a hat. While house is turned upside down . Val , who is
all of this is amusing for the first part of the extremely self-centered , insists that the house
movie , I found it to be completely annoying by be completely redecorated so that the Keelys
don 't find out that Armand and
Albert are really partners. Of
course it was impossible for
them to get rid of everything in
such a short amount of time, so
imagine their relief when Mrs.
Keely thinks that the picture on
the china, which is really of two
men making love , is two boys
playing leap frog.
The highlight of the movie is
the end , when the Keelys need
to be smuggled out of the
Colman ' s apartment without
being seen by the press who had
been tipped off about where
they were by the Keely 's limo
driver. The solution they came
up with was definitely the funniest part of the movie.
Even though it was a bit
annoying, I found "The Birdcage " to be quite entertaining
and enjoyable . I also learned
that some men dressed in drag
can be very, very pretty.
Nathan Lane and Robin Williams of"Birdcage"
Grade: B+
Staff writer

Get a jump start on your friends by having a
summer job already in place when you return
home.

Working with some of Chicagoland's finest corporations, you'll be proud to add the valuable
work experience you've gained to your resume.
We even offer free cross training to further develop your skills, setting you in the right direction for whatever career path lies ahead.
Don't delay... get in touch with us today! We have jobs at all skill
levels for a variety of positions , including : DATA ENTRY
OPERATORS, CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS, GENERAL OFFICE
CLERKS, RECEPTIONISTS, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS,
MARKET RESEARCHERS, RETAIL CLERKS, SECRETARIES AND
WORD PROCESSORS.
Chicago • 312-346-7272
Schaumburg • 847-330-0500
Skokie • 847-676-3060

Deerfield • 847·537-7007
Oak Brook • 708-932-9200
Elgin • 847-468-0115

eoe m/1/ d/v

FRIDAY:

"ARCWELDER"

wI "Goatboy"
" YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD BAR AND GRILL"

$2 cover • 9:30 - close

SATURDAY: BLUES

with

''SPRINGFIELD SHAKY''
$2 Cover • 9:30 - close

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
$1 . 99 1 /2 lb. Burgers all the time!
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108

Roommates

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

NEED 1 FEMALE for house on
2nd street. Campus side, 185 mo.
All Lisa 348-1575
5/1
2=--:F::-:E::-:M:-::--;-A-:-L-=E,---=R-=o:-:o=-Mo-;c:-M:-cA:-::T=-·E S .

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS , BALCONIES , AIR ,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE . APPOINTMENT 3456000
5/6

96-97 APARTMENT, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 4 bedroom , 2 bathroom. Water and trash included.
12 month lease. Leave a message before 5 pm. 348-0673
5/6
""3-~5o-=P=E-=o-=p,.,.L-=Eo-=F--=o-=R~A-:--:3o-c:::B-=D""R M .

NICE HOUSE-S bedrooms , 2
decks, 10 mo. lease. Want 5 at
$175. Call345-2730

Help Wanted

Services Offered

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6
WANTED 100 STUDENTS .
LOSE 8-100 POUNDS. New
metabolism breakthrough. I lost
15
pounds
in
3
weeks .
Guaranteed results. $35 cost. 1800-666-3843

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS :
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC
WORKERS NOT AFRAID OF
HARD
WORK!
WORK
INCLUDES DELIVERIES , YARD
WORK,
AND CLEAN
UP.
PLEASE APPLY AT 202 6TH ST.
NO PHONE CALLS. WAGE WILL
BE DETERMINED BY EXPERIENCE! MUST HAVE A VALID
DRIVERS LICENSE.
4/30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 516

Help Wanted
BRIAN'S PLACE. Help Wanted.
Apply in person. 234-4151
4/26

A~~LA~S~K~A-:S~U~Mc;-M~E~R~E~M~P~L-OY-

~E~A~S~T~E~R~N~E~U~R~O~P~E~J~OBS-

MENT-Fishing Industry. Earn up
to 3 ,000 - 6 ,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary! (206)971-3510 ext.
A57384
5/6
""'W""A,...,I=T=R-=E""s""'s=-=E=-s=------=o-=Rc---:G=-R=-1 L L
COOKS . Full-time or Part-time.
Can work around schedule . $4/hr.
waitresses. $5-$7/hr. Grill cooks .
Apply in person . Gills , 1121
Dewitt, in Mattoon.
4/30

Teach basic conservational
English in Prague , Budapest, or
Krakow. No teaching certificate or
European languages required.
Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For info. call : (206)
971-3680 ext. K57381
5/6
::-:Nc-;A""'Tc;-1O~Nc-;A-cL----oP,.-;A--,R""'K..,.,S,_--;-;H-;-;1R=o-1;-;-N GPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
Bonuses! Call : 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57385

~-==o----=-=-o-----;.,...--~---,--514

-=s""'Uc;-M""M""E""R~I-;:-;N""T""E""R""N""S""'H"'I"'P--;-N7a--:t.ional

USED CO 's The area 's largest
selection of used CO's , cassettes,
concert T-Shirts , and video
games. We buy, sell , and trade .
Music exchange 512 N . 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668
5/6

Micro Beer looking for 3-5 energetic people for Chicago market.
Interviews held at Marty's on
Wednesday May 1st, noon to 6.
4/30
-=s-:-U:-:M-:-:cM:-::E::-:R::-J:-:0=-=B-=s-.--=c=-lc-e-r:-ic-a..,..l and

::-:Nc-;A""'Tc;-IO~Nc-;A-cL~C~O~M~P~A~N~Y~N~EED

light industrial positions available.
Contact ADIA co. , Champaign .
217-355-2342
4/26

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS . High
income potential. No experience
required. For info call 202-3937723.
5/6
-=c....,A-.,.M=p=--=c,..,o""'u..,..Nc-c=s=E..,..L-=o-=R,..,S,---w-a-nted

=F:-:U""N~s=-u,.-,;-;M::-M-:-::E=-=R:-,.-,J-=o-=B-=S~'~
' Y-:-::0::-:U,RE

HIRED" Have a hot summer
earning cold cash as a REMEDY
TEMPORARY. Pick your job ,
name your hours, work close to
home and make excellent wages.
Many
positions
available:
Secretary, Word Processor, Data
Entry, Receptionist , Clerical
Support. CALL ONE OF OUR
CHICAGO OFFICES FOR AN
APPOINTMENT: Naperville area
to Oakbrook 708-369-3399 ,
ltasca/Schaumberg area 708250-4570 , Deerfield and No.
Suburbs
847-5093100 , Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O'Ha
re 847-470-0970 , Sout/Southwest
Suburbs
708-599-0770 ,
Kane/Dekalb 708-513-0197 .

for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing , sailing, waterskiing , gymnastics , riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports , computers ,
camping , crafts , dramatics , OR
riding . Also kitchen , office , maintenance. Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B . Camp LWC/GWCC ,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
5/1
-=G-=R:-::E=-A:-::T=--=E""M-:-::P::-:L-:0::-:Y-;-o-cM-=E""N-:-::T=-.-=F""U L L
TIME SUMMER. Drumtight
Painting.
$6.50-1 0.00/hour.
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800622-7871

~---,..,.----:..,---:-;--5/6

Now accepting applications for
kitchen , wait , bar, ambassador.
Apply in person at Stix between 2
and 4 p.m. 345-7849.
4/26
-=s""U,.,-M""M~E"'R=-:B=-:R::-:E=-A""Kco----=$=-=$=-=$:--:-::1F,-·y 0 U
WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND
AND NEED CASH , THEN CALL
PAIGE TEMPORARY, INC. THE
OFFICE SPECIALISTS. $6.5012.00 PER HOUR. Customer service , data entry, reception , general office , accounting . Paige
Temporary, Inc. represents the
major local companies with
IMMEDIATE OFFICE OPENINGS. Full time and part time
available. ELEVEN CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: Downtown ,
Skokie , Des Plaines , Vernon
Hills , Elmhurst , Lisle , Crystal
Lake , Rolling Meadows , Elgin ,
Hinsdale and Orland Park. Call
Ms. Campbell today for details: 1800-470-TEMP (1-800-470-8367)
5/6
=E..,..A-=s=T=E=R""No--=s=T:-:u=o-=E""N=T=so-:....,L-=o""'o KING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
FLEXIBLE HOURS? WE HAVE
POSITIONS OPEN IN VARIOUS
AREAS: ACT. AIDES , HAB .
AIDES , PROGRAMMERS , PT
OR FT. $5.50-$6.80 . APPLY
TODAY. 738 18TH ST. , CHAS. ,
IL. E.O.E.

Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
WANTED: ROOMMATE , female ,
University court , Own room.
Lease starts Fall '96. Call Traci
348-7865
5/6
""'w""A--=N~T"'E==D-:--,4~G""'R=-A~D..,..U,..,A-=T""ION

TICKETS FOR 5 P.M. SERVICE.
CALL SCOTT 581-2670.

Adoption
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1
LET'S HELP EACH OTHER
ADOPTION- Full time mom and
devoted dad can provide your
newborn with a loving warm
financially stable home filled with
joy and laughter. Financial assistance. Please call any time
Donna and Dennis 1-800-3144265.
5/6
-=s""U"'R:-::R=-O~G--=A=T-=E,----~M~O=-T=:-:HER

SOUGHT to deliver baby to loving home. Please consider facilitating this joy. $13 ,000-$20 ,000
plus expenses paid . For information , call toll -free voice mail 1888-509-4907.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6

House. Call 348-5051 , Ask for
Kim.
5/1
0::::7;N:;:::E-:R;::;-O=o7M;-;-M7 A""T;:-;:Eo-:;:::FO=R-:F=-A;-;/.SP.
$180/mo. Own room 10 mo.
lease , good location. Call Cari
345-1433
4/30
07G:-=-:T;::-;O:::-;-;W;-;;E;::cS:::-:T;::-;:C;-;-H;-;-Ic-=-A GO
;:-;Mc;:::O""V;-clN
SUBURBS? Female seeking a
female roommate for mid-May.
Call 345-5456.

Sublessors
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
SUMMER
'96 .
Female
Sublessor needed. Park Place
Apts. Available Immediately $170
negotiable Call Drue 5595, leave
message
4/26
~S~U~B~LE~S~S~O~R~S~W~A~N~T~E~D~.~PARK

PLACE THIS SUMMER. THREE
BEDROOM . FURNISHED WITH
AIR CONDITIONING. RENT IS
NEGOTIABLE. CALL 345-4789
4/26
.,..s.,..,u-=B-:-L-::E:-:S:-:S~O:--::-R-,-,N-::E:-::E:-::D:-:E::cD=--F 0 R
THIS SUMMER , own room at
Atrium, pool , hottub, dishwasher.
Call 345-4127
4/26
-=-s=-=u.,..,M~M~E~R~S.,..,U-=B.,..,L=Es-=-s-=-o~R-=S:-:N~EED-

ED. Two bedrooms , A/C , close to
campus , Park Place-Call 3480937
4/26
-=-s=-=u-=-M:-::-Mc:-:E::-:R::--::S:-:-U~B:-:L-::E::-:S:-:S:-:0:-:R::--:-Nc-::E EOED: Studio Apt. at Lincolnwood
Pinetree. A/C and shared utilities.
Rent $225 o.b.o. Call Steve 3488583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for summer ' 96. Close to campus. 3 bedroom Apt. Rent negotiable Call
Tricia 345-4781
4/30
'"'SnO"'MrrM"E-,R"""S..,.O.,...B"'L-E. "7S"'S"'O""R"'S'""'N,..:E EOED 2-3 people , Close to campus.
Furniture furnished. Cheap! Call
345-3518
4/30
""S:-:U::-M-:-::M--=-=E=R-:-::,9:-::6~S-:-U:-::B:-:-L-=E~S::-:S=-o
· RS
NEEDED on campus , 2 bedrooms , washer and dryer. Please
call 348-1637.
4/30
=FE=M;-;..,-A:-LE=--=S~U~B""L-::E:-::S-=s-=o:-::Ro-::cN-=E=EDED

for summer 96. Own room , A/C , 2
bath , $135 per month. 345-5322
4/26
G~R-=Ec-;;A""'T~S=PA~C""I0;::;-;-;u=s, -:::S"'T~U Dl 0
APT. Sum '96. For 1-2 people.
Youngstown/Nantucket. Rent
nego. Call 348-5053
5/6

~S~U~M~M7.E~R~'~9~6-,=p~A~R~K~P~L~A-CE

APARTMENTS , CHEAP, PRICE
NEGOTIABLE , Call anytime , or
leave a message, Fully furnished.
Call 345-6882
4/30
7

..,..1-~3o--::F;-::E::-:M A-;c:-L=E--=s-:-U:-::B:-:-L-::E::-:S::-:S::-ORS

NEEDED for summer. Spacious
Apt. close to campus. 9th St. 3455675
5/1
..,..1-~2~S:-:-U-:-:B::-:L-:E=-s=-s=--=o-=R:-::So--;-N-:-:E=-E=-D::cE D
FOR SUMMER . 1 bedroom
apartment. Park Place. Call 3459788
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30

;-;V""E"'R""Y""L-,A""'R""G""E=--=2--:B::-:E=-;D::-:R::-:O""O~M""apt.

3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal , dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 3452363
5/6
::cMo-c--:A-::R:-::T::-:-H-:-:U-c=R-:M:-::-;-A-:-N:-::Oo-cR::c-:A-::P::-Ac-cRTMENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease 345-2231

516

7

1 --;:::B-=E-=D:-::R""0:::-0;:::-;-M:--A:-:P::-:T""S:::-.--;F=-:-U RNISHED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR,
AND DECKS.
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363

516

~3---=o=R~4~B=-E==o=R-=o:-:o=-M~
. -V~ERY

LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS. 10 MO,
LEASE. CALL 345-2363
5/6
-=s.,..,U""M=M--=-=E=R-A-:-c:::PA-=-=R=T::-M-:-::E::-:N-;:T=-s=--=6/1 7/31. $300/month. Phone 3487746 from 9-5.
5/5
-=s""'Uc;-M""M""E=-;R;::;--::S"'T""O"'R=-A:-:G::-:E=--s-:-ta-rt:-cin-g at
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5 .

515

7
A
V:-:A""I,.,..L7
A=B:-LE=-:A.,-U-:-::G::-:U-;:S::-:T~27b-e--:d-room

furnished apartment. Twelve
month lease 348-7746.

7--:::-:::c::-=-::--:~--.,.----5/6

1 BEDROOM apartments still
available.
Call
Oldetowne
Management 345-6533.
5/6
=R-=E~N""T""A:-:L----,H.,..O~U~s-=Eo--;-U-;-;P~T=-o=- 5.
Available 8/15/96. Call348-0191
5/6
:--LA~R~G:-::Eo--=3-;B::-:E=-D;:c;=:R-=O~O~M~A:-:P:::-A:-:RT-

MENT in quiet residential building
at 300 Harrison, available 5/15 or
8/1/96. $180 per month/person.
Call David McGrady at 348-8258

-:---::::-::::---:-:-~=-=~::-:-:=c----5/6

4 BR. HOUSE , W/D , garage , 3
blks to EIU , C21 Wood , 345-4489
4/26
-=o-=-N=Ec-cT=-o=-=F-=o-=-u=Ro-P=-E=R=-s=-o~N,...,H~OUS-

ING- List available at C21 Wood ,
1512 A Street.
4/26
=R-;:::E""N:;;TA-;-;L:-;::;:P""R--=o"'p-;:;E""RT:;:;Yc;-.-::E:-;:F;;:F:;-:::;1
C IENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAYLOR.
FULLY FURNISHED , LEASE &
DEPOSIT. 345-6011 , AFTER
5:30 345-9462
4/30
-=o-o-N:-::Eo-=B=E=o-=R""'O=-o~M~A:-P=-A:-R=-T~MENT

for summer rental. Trash and
water included . 348-0819 leave
message

~::-:=-~----=-:=--c=..,.--,--:-:::-:~=4/26

3 BDRM , 2 BATH HOUSE , 4-6
people appliances , W/D , part.
furn. 10 month lease. 348-5418

516

:-:U7N"'F::-U;-;:R::-::N-;-;I-:::S-:-H;-;:E:-::D::-:::2=B=R,..-;-;-H-;:;:O.,-,U S E
FOR 3 CLEAN NON-SMOKERS .
938 SECOND ST. 345-2564
5/3
~3..,../4o--::B:-::E::-:D=-R=--=o-=o:-::M~H,.-,-:=07
U-:-::S~E=--one

block from campus. Call Ryan at
345-4543 .
5/6
7
"'B-;:;EA
U""T""I:;:::F""'U~L-:::2;-;B""E=-;D::-:R""O""O;::c;-;M, 71 1/2
bath Townhouse. Swimming pool ,
laundry room , own patio .
Available May 1st. 348-7833
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26

APT. Dishwasher/washer/dryer.
12 mo. lease. Ask for Heather at
345-7825.

~C'77-=-~-:=-===-=~,...,.--5/3

NEW TWO BEDROOM , partly
furnished , A/C , Duplex. 200
month/person. 348-5844

516

7

1 -,B=E""D""R-:::0:-::0""M:-:, -:::2:--::::B-=E:-::D::-::R""o=-o M
EFFICIENCY for lease now at
Jefferson
Arms , 6th
and
Jefferson. 348-5844

516

:-:H-::::O~U;-:::S:-:::E,-.,F"'o=R-,3:-.""W;-;-/;;:::D,, -:A-::tc==-.-p-artly

furnished appliance. Available 81 . 180 month/person . 348-5844
-;c;=;;=;--,::-:::-;:::--:::-;::;:--:-::=--::o----:-;----:-5/6
APT FOR RENT. Great location ,
3 bedroom , furnished large apartment above Panthers. $200 each
for 3; water, garbage incl. 10 mo.
lease. 348-0288
4/26
4:-:--=B=E=o-=R-=o-=o~M~H--=o~U-::::S-;:::E""'T~O;-;L~EASE

FOR 10 MONTHS ; Nice basement; great location. Call 3463583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/1

4/26

T=:-:VV 0=---=B=-=E--=D:-::R~o=--=o~M-.,.-A~P=-T~.-a-cross
7

the street from the Buzzard Bldg.
Lease June 1,96 to May 31 , 97.
$285.00. Deposit

For Sale
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
WICKER CHAIR. Great for apartment decor. Best offer. Call 5818116
4/26
-:-:19:;-;8,..-;4-::D""O""D=G-;:::E-,C""O:::-;L-:;T=. -,-4-s-pd7 ....,
, 2 dr. ,
hatch. 144,000 miles. Call 3453491
4/29
-=-19=-s=-6=---=-M:-cA-::Z::-:D::-A-:----::6-=2-=6---:S""E=-·o AN
Hatbak , 5-spd , air, pw, pd , pi ,
133k, $2500/bo 345-5728.
4/26
=F-=o""'R=---=s=-A:-c-L=E-:--=B=-r_a_n_d.,.-n_e_w___,b u n k
beds $100 O.B.O Call Erica 5818141
5/3

7
7
~M-=E~N~'--=S--....,D""I....,.A7M
0~N=o~-,B=-A
CK

Topanga Mountain Bike $150
OBO Call Brian 348-8025

-=-:=-;--:::-:..,-:-;::-:-;c:-~-=-..,....,......,....:-4/30

COACH/CHAIR, Table/chairs,
dresser. Price negotiable. Call
348-7833

cam us cli~~s___
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER music practice at 9:30 a.m. , Sunday,
April 28 , in Coleman Auditorium.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses at 11 a.m. and 9
p.m. , Sunday April28 , in Coleman Auditorium.

BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a "Blues Stress Reliever" at 5:30 7 p .m. Wednesday, May 1 in the Afro-American Cultural Center. Come
watch "FRIDAY" and enjoy the refreshments served.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. tonight in the
Basement of W. F.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday "Cent" Sur at 5 p .m. Sunday April 28 ,
at the Foundation . Please stop by and sign up or call your name in by
Friday 348-8191 . Eat at 5 p .m.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI presents Kappa Kaberet weekend with a party
9:30 p.m. tonight at Stix; afterset immediately following at the K House.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI fraternity, Inc. will have a car wash at 3 p.m. today
at Dominos.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have a picnik at 11 a.m. until the sun goes
down , Saturday April 27 at Morton Park featuring a stepshow.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have a union party at 10 p.m. Saturday April
27 in the university ballroom ; afterset following at the K House.
BGC STUDY SKILLS Workshop at 7 p.m. Wednesday, May 1 in the
Greek Court Common Area.
OMEGA PSI PHI informational at 9 p.m. Wednesday May 1 in the
Oakland room. Formal attire a must. To be on time is to be early.
OMEGA PSI PHI "Sexy Lady Contest " at 9 p . m. May 2 in the
Rathskeller. Bring your cameras.
OMEGA PSI PHI "Oil Party" May 4 , after the BGC union party at the
Hoopas house. Come kick it with the Ques.
GAMMA PHI PI Sorority Christian Women 's Conference at 8:30 a.m.noon , Saturday April 27 on the 3rd floor on the Union . Theme: "One
Mind , One Body- For God 's Glory is Free". For rides call 5544 or 2676.
MISS BLACK EIU informational at 7 p.m. Saturday April 27 on the 3rd
floor in Union. Come see what it takes.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Spring Tea at 2:15p.m. sharp Sunday April 28
in the rathskeller. All interested ladies are welcome to attend .
Professional attire a must.
KAPPA KAPPA PSI & Tau Beta Sigma celebration food booths at 11
a.m.- 7 p.m. April 26-28 in the North Quad.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir Prayer Committee will have
prayer before choir rehearsal at 5:30p.m. today in 013 FAA. Don 't hesitate to join.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION "Little People's Weekend-Bowling"
at 6:30 -9:30 p .m. tonight in the Bowling Alley.
NABJ MEMBERS meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday April 28 in the newsroom.
Officers elections will be held.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example : an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone . Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information VVILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be
edited for available space .
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The Daily Eastern News

For Sale

Announcements

UNGRADED MACINTOSH llciexcellent for Graphic Designers!
12MB RAM; System 7.01; Color
Card; 040 Turbo Processor; 33
MHZ; Mouse ; Monitor, programs ;
etc. Call 345-9769
5/3

TAUS + FRIENDS, Can't wait till
4:00 club at Ike's. See you in the
basement
in
your
best
Deadhead/Hippie apparel. Let's
party like rock stars! Carrie
4/26

1 9 86~-V~W~-C~07
N~V~E~R~T==IBLE

777

Cabriolet, $3 ,800 obo. Call 5812031
5/6

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible . Let us help . For more
info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57385
5/3
=D-::0:-:N-:c,:::T:-=P-:-A.,-:Y:-::-F-:::Oc::R:-:-L-:A--:-U-:-:N:-:=D-:::R Y! !
Mom wants to!! DONNAS NEW
LAUNDRY CLUB! Sign up now
for Fall! 345-3454
4/26
"'T""'O'""O~Bc;-U"'"'S""'Y-;;!-;:;?--;Lc-e--:t--;D=o,-N;-;:N.,-A;-;-'S: do
your LAUNDRY. We sort, and fold
your 15 pound bag for only $4.00.
Or self serve at University Village.
NEWLY REMODELED. 345-3454
4/26
=B""'O~X~E~S~F-:::O~R~S_,.A.,...L~E: ~$-,.5~0~each

OR 3 for $1. While supplies last.
Available from the Student
Publication 's Office located outside of the Grand Ballroom.
W~E~R~N~Z~C~H~I~R-::0:-:P~R~A,--;:::C~T~IC~

516

in
Charleston
1-800-724-2749
Sports and Wholistic Doctor
4/30
A~R-=0:-:-M-:-A-:-c:T:-:-H-:-:E=-=R=-A-:--P=-Y:-:-:S~E=cMo-:-:-:-1
N"ARuse oils for stress and memory.
May 4 10:30 am.-1 :30 pm. RSVP
235-9788.
4/26
;:-M;-oE=-;;N~O~F-,P~I7 K;-;A:-;P""'P=-A;;:--A:-cL;-;=P HA ,
Hope you have a great breakfast
at Stu 's on Saturday. Love Shack,
and Joana
4/26
;::;P:;-;1K-;;E=-:s=-,--;lc-o-ok;-:i-ng---;fo_rw_a-rd7 7
to--;-breakfast on
Saturday.
Diane ,
Courtney, and Notter
4/26
=p:;-;1K..,E"'"S;o;, _c_a_n,;;-t-w-a-c-it;-;-fo-r--;bc-r-e--,akfa st
with you on Sat. at Stu 's. Lauren ,
Shurba , and Kern
4/26
=D~E"""L=TA-:-:z=-=E=-=T=-=A:--::C-:A-::D:-::D'"'I=E=s. =check
you caddy time at the house! Be
there at your schedule time!
Smile Girls!

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I UIANT TO GIVE IT 7V MY
UTTL& EJROTHER. H£'<3 IN 7HE
H05PITAL. NeW, ANO at& 'I<&
NOT5t/RE HE'S &OING 7D M4KE
IT COUW YOU 5/GN IT 7V

IT'<3 YOUR.. f97b ROOKie
CARO. MY OAV LffT IT7D

ME . HE U!ifl)7D ~AY YOU
tut3RE THE F!Ne:>T GE/1/Tf...&MAN lJWN/q>T OF YOUR..

-;::C.,-L7
A~R-:-:IS~S=-A-:--::P~I=E=R-:::C-:::E~A7L-;-L-:~Ha.ppy

G/3/VeRAT!ON

-'--=---

8RJAN7

23rd Birthday tomorrow! Did you
get your Social Security check
yet? Love- Angie.

~=~~~~~~~_4/26

ATTENTION LADIES!! The finest
SigEps are available at the 1st
Annual RENT-A-SIGEP, on April
30th at 8 p .m. in the University
Ballroom. Admission: $1
4/30
7-:U7.N7.1-:::Q~U~E~=-Bu~s=-~IN~E~S~S~O~PPORA

TUNITY perfect for students .
National
Communication
Company launching new program
in Illinois. Earn up to $4000.00 in
first month! Need motivated students ready to make serious
money. Call Jason for info: 3481769
4/26
=D-:::E"""L=TA~z=-=E=-=T=-A;:--::C:-cAc-:D~D~IEo::S:-:--=P=-Iease
check your tee-times at the
house! Everyone is doing it two or
three times! Smile girls!
4/26
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YOUR 23RD BIRTHDAY, TAMMY
FAYE AND CRYSTAL GAYLE
ARE GIVING YOU MAKE
OVERS. YOU ' LL GET HIM NOW.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY-BAR CRAWL
TONIGHT AND THEN TOMORROW. .. LOVE, KRISTI
4/26
T=o~A.,--L~L~T~H~E~N-=E~W~S~I-=G-=-M~A· NU
ACTIVES- CONGRATULATIONS.
LOVE, DANIELLE
4/26
T~lM-=, -:::C:-::O""'N~G-;::-::R:-:A"'T""'U"'"'Lc-A-::-:T:::-1:-::0::-:N:-:-S: on
going active! Your mom id proud
of you . Keep up the good work.
Love , Danielle
4/26

Doonesbury
BAS&, 7HI'3/S 7H.R&c..
THE UN& 5e&MS 7V
E!t3 MOVING U/UL. NO
ANOMAL.IES 7V
REPOf<Tl

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Yl'ei, 8UT
I CAN'T lA/..1<
7V YOU, ~IR..
I'MONOUTY
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MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin
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PARKER OF DELTA ZETA:
Congratulations on being selected as TOP 1 0 Greek Women!

-::-:-:~-:-:=-:-:=---:---;--o--4/26

SIGMA CHI 'S .. . get ready for pig
roast, it is going to be a blast! I
can 't wait to see everyone at
Springhaven! Love , Sherry

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;4126

==;:--:--;--:-----;----;--;----·4126

PIKES, looking forward to seeing
you at Stu's on Saturday for
breakfast. Croland , Fatty, and
Trunk
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
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DON'T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
ACROSS

The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

*The 1 0 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address :

Phone :

-------

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)
No. words/days

Compositor_ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

1 Queen Bilqis's
land
6Wentfor
9Demean
14 Gold
15 Chemical prefix
16Actress
Thompson et al.
17 What tots did in
the malt shop?
20 Auto item with
rubber flanges
21 Best-furnished
24 ---Cat (winter
vehicle)
25 Application
datum
26 Word to a doctor
27 Training system
originated in
Sweden

29 Sill cover
32Walk-ons
35 Braced for a
roller coaster
ride
38 Comes down
somewhat hard?
39 Lout
42 Overpamper
44 Prefix with
25-Across
45 Part of a "fully
loaded " car
46 Powerful D.C.
lobby
48 Good tidings
52 Not the
independent
sort
55 Shook hands?
59 Month in
Managua

60 Tony-winning
actress Salonga
61 North of Virginia
62 Deceived
63 Opposite of lack
64 Paintbrush
material

DOWN
1 Decline
2Wallace's
"Ben---"
30xydol
competitor
4 St. Louis's Stadium
5 Copious

-

6 "- - I " (1970

gold record)
7 Car-racing org.
a Southey's
"Roderick, the
Last of the--"
9 Dixon line
10 M.T.A. : Boston ::
--:San
Francisco
11 Fresh as - 12 Went ballistic
1320's auto
18 Danger for a
U-Boot
19 Judo instructor
21 Cape Canaveral
site
22Row
23 Bygone leader
28 Part of the Labor
Dept.

'==±-:--~~-:--'-

30 Foreign money
31 "Prelude to a
Kiss" composer
32 TV producer
Fred
33 Symbol of
industry
34Hoodand
others : Abbr.
36 Texas city on the
Mexican border
37Hood
40 Identical
41 Shortening

42 Water-soluble
gas
43 Ready to go
45 Gradually
increasing in
speed, in mus.
47 White, in a way
48 Water choice
49 Bigwig

so Cooperstown 's
Cap-51 Just
53 Sleuth Wolfe
54 Increased
56 Afflicted
57 Madre's
hermano
58 Poultry buy

Friday, April 26, 1996

official

notices

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.
STUDENT MAY PAYCHECKS
Students should sign and turn in
May time sheets to supervisors
before leaving campus . If students will not be on campus May
31st (payday) and are unable to
pick up their paychecks , a selfaddressed stamped envelope will
need to be delivered to the Student Payroll Office , Room 208 ,
Old Main for the check to be
mailed . Students should verify
that the University has a correct
home address as this is the
address to which their 1996 W-2
will be mailed in January. If the
address on the student ' s May
paycheck is missing or incorrect,
please ask him or her to contact
the Housing Office and the Student Payroll Office .-Carla Nelson , Student Payroll Supervisor
SUMMER SCHEDULE
DISTRIBUTION
Pick up your official Summer
schedule according to this schedule: MONDAY, MAY 13, (ENTER
EAST DOOR OF UNION BALLROOM) (ONLY IF attending Intersession) 8 :30 to 1 ; MONDAY,
JUNE 10 (ENTER EAST DOOR
OF UNION BALLROOM) 8:30 to
1. You will be billed during the
term for the balance of Summer
tuition/fees .-Michael D . Taylor,
Registrar

INTERSESSION ADDS/DROPS/
CANCELLATIONS
You may ADD an INTERSESSION class THROUGH MAY 15.
The only lntersession classes
that may be added after May 15
are workshops offered during
lntersession. You may DROP an
INTERSESSION
class
THROUGH MAY 16 , and the
class will not appear on your permanent record AND you will not
be billed for the class . The only
lntersession class that may be
dropped after May 16 and still not
appear on your record (and not
be billed to you) is a workshop
that is dropped BEFORE IT
BEGINS . If you wish to CANCEL
your INTERSESSION classes ,
you must notify the Registration Office IN WRITING BY
MAY 16 to have the advance
deposit refunded and not be
billed further. This deadline
applies if you registered ONLY for
lntersession classes .-Michael D.
Taylor, Registrar
INTERSESSION FINAL EXAM
CORRECTION
The final examination period for
lntersession 1996 is June 6th not
June 7th as stated in the 19951996 Undergraduate Catalog and
the 1996 Summer Semester
Class Schedule .-Frank Hohengarten , Dean , Enrollment Management
INTERSESSION CREDIT/NO
CREDIT, AUDITS
Use a touch-tone telephone to
request credit/no credit grading
status for an lntersession class
no later than MAY 16. You must
first be registered in the class .
You must request audit grading
status for an lntersession
class by completing the audit
card (obtained in the Registration Office) , having it

signed by the instructor of the
class , and returning it to the Registration Office by MAY 16. You
must first be registered in the
class .-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
AVOID SUMMER LATE
REGISTRATION FEE
To avoid being charged the $25
late fee for Summer 8-/ 5-Week
Term , register for 8-/5-week
classes no later than TUESDAY,
JUNE 4 . This deadline applies to
students who are not attending
lntersession .-Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar
REGISTRATION PAYMENTS,
UNCLEAR RECORDS
If you registered for Summer,
your record must be clear with all
University offices by THURSDAY,
MAY 2 ; if your record is
UNCLEAR on that date , your
SUMMER CLASSES WILL BE
CANCELLED. If you registered
for Fall , your record must be clear
with all University offices by FRIDAY, AUGUST 9; if your record is
UNCLEAR on that date , your
FALL CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED .-Michael D . Taylor,
Registrar
PART-TIME STUDENT/
DEPENDENT INSURANCE
Summer Semester students who
are registered for 9 , 10 , or 11
hours as resident students may
purchase Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance for Summer
Term by obtaining an application
from Student Health Insurance
located in the Student Services
Building East Wing , and making
payment by 3:30 p.m . JUNE 14,
1996 at the Cashier's window in
the Business Office. The cost is

~

YOUNGSTOWN
NOW RENTING
FALL '96-'97 • SUMMER '96
~ Furnished

~ 3 Laundry Facilities

~ Dishwashers

~ 1,2,3,&4 Bed rooms

~Garbage Disp osals

~ On site m an ager

~ Central Air

~ 24

On the VERGE of the Weekend

$33.50 . Coverage will be effective on 6-10-96 or on the date
payment is received , whichever is
later. For information concerning
dependent coverage , please contact the Student Health Insurance
Office , located in the Financial
Aid Office , Student Services
Building , East Wing , or call 5815290.-Joyce Hackett , Medical
Insurance Specialist
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
AWARD NOMINATIONS
Nominations are currently being
requested for the EIU Alumni
Association Awards which will be
presented during Homecoming
Weekend , October 19-20, 1996.
Anyone may nominate a former
Eastern student for an award .
Nomination forms can be picked
up at any dean ' s office or the
Alumni Services Office (Linder
House) . There are three categories : Distinguished Alumnus
Award , Alumni Service Award ,
and Outstanding Young Alumnus
Award . Specific criteria for these
categories accompanies the nomination forms . Completed forms
must be submitted to the Alumni
Services Office by June 3.-Char
Anderson , Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations
STUDENT INSURANCE
REFUND
If you are enrolled 12 hours or
more Summer Semester 1996, or
you are a graduate assistant, the
Student Health Insurance fee will
be included in your tuition bill.
Students who can provide evi dence of having health insurance
equal to or better than the EIU
Student Health Insurance , may
request the "Petition for lnsur-

• Breadstix •

Cheesestix

•

ance Exemption" forms from the
Student Health Insurance Office
located in the Student Services
Building , East Wing . A copy of
your insurance company's outline
of coverage or a copy of your
medical ID card must be attached
to the completed "Petition for
Insurance Exemption " form .
JUNE 14 , 1996 is the last date
these petitions will be accepted
for
Summer
Semester
1996 .-Joyce Hackett , Medical
Insurance Specialist
STUDENT/DEPENDENT
SUMMER INSURANCE
Students who will not be enrolled
in the Summer Term are eligible
to purchase Summer Health
Insurance provided the student
was insured for Spring Semester
1996 with insurance coverage
under the Student Insurance Policy. The premium for Summer
1996 Student Insurance is
$33.50 . Enrollment cards are
available in the Financial Aid
Office, Student Services Building .
Coverage effective dates for
Summer 1996 Semester are 610- 96 through 8-15-96. The
deadline for submitting a completed enrollment card and payment
of $33 .50 is June 7, 1996. For
information concerning dependent coverage , please contact the
Student Health Insurance Office,
located in the Financial Aid
Office, Student Services Building ,
East Wing , or call 5815290 .-Joyce Hackett , Medical
Insurance Specialist
SUMMER 96 AID
DISBURSEMENT
PLEASE NOTE- Summer 1996
disbursement for funds to your

Hot Wings

•

Salads

account with the Business Office
for the following programs Federal Pell, Federal Direct Ford Loan ,
Federal SEOG, Federal Perkins
Loan , SEDS will take place after
the first class day, June 10, 1996,
for Summer Term (8wk/5wk) .
This disbursement applies to students attending a combination of
the following: intersession , eightweek term , or five-week term. If
you are attending intersession
only, disbursement will take place
May 17 , 1996.
Refunds of
excess funds (over and above
what is owed the institution) will
come from the Cashiers Office
and will be mailed to your campus address as listed with the
Housing Office. Be sure the correct address is on file with the
Housing Office located in the
Union . If your aid is not disbursed on the first day, disbursements will not take place until
after the fifth class day.-John
Flynn , Director, Financial Aid
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS
Students who will have 60
semester hours completed AND
all five of the following courses
completed-ACe 2100 , ACC
2150 , AIS/COM 2100 , MGT
2750 , COM 2810-with a grade
of C or better by the beginning of
Fall Semester, 1996 , may now
apply for admission to the School
of Business in the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences (Lumpkin Hall 112) for Fall
Semester, 1996. In order to preenroll in upper-division business
classes , admission to the School
of Business is required. Deadline
for making application is June 15,
1996.- T.W. lvarie, Dean , Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied
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X-Large
Cheese
$899
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Large
1 Topping
$599

4 Large
1 Topping
$1999
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1 348-5454

Add Breadstixfor 99¢!
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• Breadstix •
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Hot Wings
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Salads

• Hot SandW"iches •

H r. Mainten an ce

(Evenings are e me rge ncy o nly)
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10 Ins. Leases o r
1Year Leases
Wo oded Locatio n

~ Sp acio us units
~ $50.00 Referral Plan

CALL 345-2363
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

6

AROUND THE CURVE O N SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

JUNIOR HAMBURGERS

Jusr $3.49

MAKE A VIEWING
APPT. TODAY!!
4 O'clock club at ....

c./V!arty's
Friday: Italian Beef
.117 •
$349
W;rrzes

3 50 Pitchers
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sat.: $150 Ice house Long Necks
Gyros w/ Fries $ 34.E.

=-----

SURPRISE ~OUR FRIEND!

Right now at Wendy's~~ you can gel 6 Junior Hamburgers for $3.49. Wendy's Junior
Hamburgers are made w1th fresh beef and served hot off the gJ.ill with pickles, onions 1
mustard and ketchup_ It's the great taste of Wendy's hamburgers at a great price .. .
6 for $3.49. Save a buck 25. For a limited time only at participating Wendy's.

~ - - ----------------------------------------------------------- -----------------~

AG OF BURGERS
6

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

Jr. H.a mburgers

just§~;~~n9

The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)

-------------
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Limit One Per Visit. Ta>. aud C!Jeesc e>.lm.. !'koso notifv cashier of coupan before
oo:deriug. :-lui ...-"!id witt. any atner offer_Valid at Spring'li•id, De:;nrur, Clw11pai~n.
Urb~na, Bl ~mmgt~ t"armal, Peoria, Chareleston, and Matt.con Wendy's noly.
NOT Va.hd at I ~22 W_~ar~et St•• Bloomingmn. Offer E.xptres 51~.
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